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Fo l low ing antigenic st imulat ion, B cells can undergo a process of 
hypermuta t ion to generate h igher a f f i n i t y ant ibodies. Hypermuta t ion 
occurs main ly i n the rearranged variable region Ig genes. I t exhibits 
character ist ic nuc leot ide subst i tu t ion preference on one strand. The 
mutat ional hotspots occur ma in l y i n ei ther consensus sequences or 
p a l i n d r o m i c sequences. A l t h o u g h the mo lecu la r mechanisms of 
hypermutat ion are not known, many models based on gene conversion, 
repl icat ion, transcript ion, or D N A repair event have been proposed. In 
th is study, the poss ib i l i t y that hypermuta t i on is l i n k e d to the 
t ranscr ipt ion-DNA repair system was investigated using a novel approach. 
A ligated-mediated PCR (LMPCR) was used to detect the p.ossible occurrence 
of D N A strand breaks in the immunog lobu l in gene VJ region using 
genomic D N A harvested f r om the spleens and Peyer's patches o f 
unimmunized and immunized mice. The rationale was based on the fact 
that the VJ region is the site for hypermutation, and t ranscr ipt ion-DNA 
repair involves strand breakage. I f transcript ion is part o f the mutation 
process, strand bias in D N A strand break should be observed. LMPCR was 
mandatory in this work because o f the sens i t iv i ty and spec i f i c i ty 
demanded by studying hypermutat ing B cells, which, by conjectur ing, 
must constitute a small proport ion of cells in a whole spleen or Peyer's 
patch. Since LMPCR had not been used before in this mode of study which 
might have already pushed the method to its l imi t , this thesis does not only 
address the mechanism of hypermutat ion but also the va l id i ty of the 
method i tself . A n anti-oxazolone antibody l igh t chain gene in B A L B / c 
mice, VkOXl -Jk5 , was studied i n , this work. Oxazolone conjugated to chicken 
serum albumin was the antigen for immunizat ion. 
In i t ia l application of the LMPCR showed breaks specif ically on the 
sense strand of both the unimmunized and immunized BALB/c mice. These 
breaks were not l ikely the result of random events. However, a convincing 
l ink between the breaks and the hypermutation hotspots was not observed, 
nor was the pattern of breaks correlated to immunizat ion schedules. To 
cross-check these results, the LMPCR protocol was modi f ied and the 
experiments were repeated. The most signif icant change was the addit ion 
of a tag to the l inker to allow positive identif ication of the PCR products 
V i 
generated f rom D N A strand breaks f rom those of PCR artifacts. Dif ferent 
methods were also t r ied to e l iminate excessive l inker wh ich could 
compromise the advantage of the tag. Al though a satisfactory method has 
not yet been worked out, exonuclease I I I treatment could give the clearest 
specific signals comparing w i th two other methods, mung-bean nuclease 
and chroma-spin. Besides, to increase the detection sensit iv i ty of breaks 
on the antisense strand o f wh ich no specif ic breaks were shown in 
previous experiments, one more round of PCR was incorporated in the 
modif ied protocol. The prel iminary data obtained show again the presence 
of specific breaks in the sense strand but not the antisense strand. M13 
cloning of some of the LMPCR products and DNA sequencing supported the 
above observation. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 The immunoglobulin 
1.1.1 Immunoglobulin structure 
A n t i b o d y , or i m m u n o g l o b u l i n ( Ig ) , molecules have a Y-shaped 
structure containing two ident ical heavy (H) chain and l igh t (L ) chains, 
held together by disulphide bonds. Each chain consists o f a N- termina l 
var iable ( V ) region, wh ich is h igh l y var iable in sequence and a C-
terminal of constant (C) region, which is relat ively invariant for one Ig to 
the next. The antigen-binding site is created by the V regions o f both H 
and L chain. In the V region, there are some parts o f area wh ich have 
h i g h l y d ivergent sequence, termed as " comp lemen ta r i t y de te rmin ing 
region [CDR]" . CDRs are involved in the actual antigen cpntact. The parts 
of V region outside o f CDRs are the areas which have more conserved 
sequence, ca l led " f r amework regions [FR ] " . FRs are responsib le of 
maintaining the overall structure o f the V regions and or ient ing the CDRs 
on the surface of the molecule. There are three CDRs (CDR1, CDR2 & CDR3) 
and four FRs (FR1, FR2, FR3, & FR4) in both H and L chain. The classes of Ig 
molecules are determined by the constant (Cn) region o f H chain (f ig. la). 
In the mouse, for instance, there are eight classes and subclasses of Ig 
molecules: IgM, IgD, IgG3, I g G l , IgG2b, IgG2a, IgE and IgA. Each class of Ig 
has its own specific Cn and has a distinct set of effector functions that i t 
activates in the immune system (Tonegawa, 1983; Al t et al, 1987) 
1.1.2 Immunoglobulin genes 
There are three fami l ies o f Ig genes in mammal: Two L chain 
families, lambda (X) and kappa (K)，and a H chain family. Each family has a 
distinct chromosomal location. In the mouse, for example, the X genes are 
found on chromosome 6，the K genes on chromosome 16 and the H genes on 
chromosome 12. Also, each chain of family consists of its own set of both V 
region genes and C region genes (f ig. lb ) . In the V region gene, there is a 
series o f gene segments: var iable ( V n ) , diversity (D) and j o in ing (Jn) 
segments for the heavy chain as wel l as variable (VL) and jo in ing (JL) 
segments for the l ight chain. Besides, there are mult ip le copies of these 
gene segments in the germline. For example, in the mouse, there are 10^-
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Fig. la Structure of an antibody molecule (Diamond et al., 1992). 
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Fig. l b Genes that encode an antibody molecule in mice (Diamond et 
al., 1992). 
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10^ VH segments, 12-20 Dn segments and 4 Jn segments fo r each heavy 
chain gene; 100-250 VK and 5 JK (one of them is a pseudogene) for each K 
chain gene; 2 Yx and 4 K (one of them is defective) for each X chain gene. 
In add i t ion , there are d i f f e ren t numbers o f C reg ion genes in the 
germline. For example, i n the mouse, there are eight d i f ferent Cn region 
genes, four d i f ferent CX constant genes and one CK region gene. The eight 
CH region genes are arranged i n a tandem array and they are C^., C5, Cy3, 
CYl,C72b, Cy2a, C e , C a , each for d i f ferent Ig classes and subclasses. In the 
germline, the V， (D ) , J gene segments and the C region genes are separated 
f rom each other on the chromosome. The format ion of a funct ional I g H or 
I g L gene occurs on ly after these gene segments are brought together 
through a series o f site-specif ic V (D )J recombinat ion events (Ear ly et al., 
^' 
1980; Tonegawa，1983; W a l l & Kuehl, 1983; French et al, 1989). 
1.1.3 Immunoglobulin gene recombination 
Dur ing the V ( D ) J recombinat ion (or gene rearrangement), the H 
chain genes are rearranged f irst. To start w i th , a Dn segment is jo ined to a 
JH segment, and then, a V n segment is jo ined to the DnJH combined 
segment. Successful j o i n i n g o f the V n DnJH gene segments in one 
chromosome leads to suppress the H chain gene rearrangement in another 
chromosome and st imulate the second recombinat ional event by jo in ing a 
V L segment to a JL segment in l ight chain genes (Wal l & Kuehl，1983; A l t et 
al, 1984;Alt etal, 1987). 
I g gene recomb ina t i on is media ted by the conserved s ignal 
sequences wh ich are、located 3’ o f each V segment, 5’ o f each J segment 
and both sides o f each D segment. Each of these conserved sequences 
consists o f a pal indromic heptamer and a nonamer, separated by an non-
conserved spacer of 12 bp or 23 bp. Recombination only occurs between a 
12-bp spacer and a 23-bp spacer. Also, the conserved sequences f lank ing 
the gene segments to be jo ined, are complementary to each other in 
opposit ion direction. Thus, the conserved sequences can loop back on each 
other. This br ings the gene segments selected for j o i n i n g in to close 
p r o x i m i t y . A f te rwards , double-st randed break and then double-stranded 
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repair occur at one end of the selected gene segments, leading to deletion 
of the D N A between the two selected segments and also to jo in ing of the 
two selected segments (Al t & Baltimore, 1982; Tonegawa, 1983). 
A l t h o u g h the e n z y m a t i c mach ine ry respons ib le fo r V ( D ) J 
recombinat ions is not w e l l understood, two recomb ina t i on -ac t i va t i ng 
genes, R A G - 1 and RAG-2 , have been ident i f ied (Schatz et al., 1989 & 
Oettinger et al., 1990). These two genes are conserved between species that 
carry out V (D)J recombination. Also, the expression pattern o f these gene 
is related to the recombinase act iv i ty (Schatz et al., 1989 & Oettinger et aL, 
1990). Menetski & Gellert (1990) have found that increased transcription of 
the endogenous R A G genes is accompanied w i t h an increase o f V (D)J 
recombinat ion frequency. A l t hough the func t ion o f these two genes to 
*»-
V(D)J recombinat ion is unknown, i t is possible that they may encode 
regulating factors for the act ivat ion o f V (D )J recombinat ion or they may 
encode the recombinase themselves (Schatz et aL, 1989 & Oettinger et al, 
1990). 
In the germline, each V gene segment carries a upstream promoter. 
The promoter becomes act ive on ly after the gene rearrangement wh ich 
brings i t closer to the enhancers located at downstream o f the J gene 
or/and the C gene (Wal l & Kueh l，1983; A l t et al.，1987). Subject to 
product ive rearrangement, both L chain and H chain gene thus can be 
transcribed and translated. A funct iona l Ig can then be generated. In 
general, CDR1, CDR2, and the f i rst three FRs are formed by V region gene. 
In l ight chain, the CDR3 is encoded by combining port ion of JL and VL gene 
segments, and the FR4 is created by JL segment. Whi le in heavy chain, most 
of .CDR3 is encoded by D n and Jn gene segments (Tonegawa, 1983; A l t et al., 
1987). 
1.1.4 Antibody diversity 
D i f f e r e n t pa i r i ng o f l i g h t and heavy chains and d i f f e ren t 
combinations of V， ( D ) and J segments by gene rearrangement result in 
generating a large antibody repertoire. For example, i f there are 1000 V n 
segment, 20 D n segments, and 4 Jn segments in the mouse genome, this 
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would allow to generate (1000 x 20 x 4) or 80000 V n genes. In the same way, 
there are (250 x 4) or 1000 Vic genes and (2 x 3) or 6 Yk genes. This can give 
rise to at least 10^ antibodies w i th d i f ferent speci f ic i ty, assuming any V， 
(D), and J gene segments can be combined and any heavy chain can pair 
with any light chain (Tonegawa, 1983; Honjo, 1983). 
The combinational association of V,(D),J gene segments is not the 
only mechanism invo lved in the generation o f Ig d ivers i ty , two more 
mechanisms can also contribute to the diversity of Ig during the process 
of gene rearrangement. 
1.1.4.1 Imprecise joining: 
The imprec is ion o f j o i n i ng occurs at the junctFon o f VJ gene 
segment in l ight chain or at the junctions of VDJ gene segments in heavy 
chain. This results in the delet ion o f junc t iona l codons or in- f rame 
recombination w i th in a codon. I t leads to change the amino acid sequence 
of the CDR3 region of the Ig variable region (Tonegawa, 1983). 
1.1.4.2 N region addition: 
For the Vn gene, some nucleotides which are not present in the 
germline, cal led N sequences, can be added to the junct ions o f the 
rearranging V D J genes randomly by an enzyme ca l led termina l 
deoxynucleotidyl transferase (Desiderio et al, 1984). 
Recombination processes leading to the generation of the antibody 
repertoire occur throughout the l i fe in the haematopoietic organs. This 
leads to the development of cel l clones which comprise the primary B cell 
repertoire. However, the pr imary antibodies normal ly have low af f in i ty 
for the antigen. Such low af f in i ty antibodies in low level, in secretions or 
in the circulat ion are not very useful in neutralising viruses or toxins or 
in intercepting toxic antigens (Prench et al., 1989). 
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1.1.4.3 Somatic mutation: 
To pro tec t the body f r o m var ie ty o f env i ronmenta l ant igens, 
ant ibodies w i t h h igher a f f i n i t y are requ i red. Indeed, af ter ant igenic 
s t i m u l a t i o n , the a f f i n i t y o f an t i body increases w i t h t ime . Th is 
phenomenon has been reported by many invest igators (Eisen et al,, 1964; 
Gr i f f i t hs et aL, 1984; Kocks & Rajewsky，1988; Foote & Milstein，1991). Such 
h igh a f f i n i t y ant ibodies are generated by a h igh degree o f somatic 
mutat ion o f the Ig germl ine gene sequence and a sh i f t to new germline 
gene combinat ions (Berek et al., 1985). Somatic mutat ion is a process in 
which V region sequence o f both Ig heavy and l ight chain genes undergo 
po in t muta t ion dur ing B - c e l l p ro l i f e ra t ion after ant igenic s t imula t ion. I t 
may lead to changes of the Ig amino acid sequence. Because o f the high 
rate o f mutation (Berek & Mi ls te in，1987), the somatic mutat ion is so called 
"hypermutation". 
1.2 Hypermutation 
Hypermutat ion in the Ig gene was f i rs t evidenced by Weiger t et al. 
(1970). In examination of the amino acid sequences of 19 X1 l i gh t chains 
f r om d i f fe ren t mouse myeloma, they found that twe lve o f them were 
identical and other seven d i f fered by one to three residues. This result was 
confirmed when the germline gene was sequenced (Bemard et aL, 1978). 
Hype rmu ta t i on is a key process unde r l y i ng the matura t ion o f 
immune response by inc reas ing the an t ibody a f f i n i t y . I n add i t ion , 
hypermutat ions also contr ibute to the ant ibody d ivers i ty (Burnet , 1966; 
Weigert et aL, 1970; ^Griffiths et al., 1984). A l though the detailed mechanism 
responsible for hypermutat ions is not yet known, several features o f this 
process have been observed: 
1.2.1 Features of hypermutation 
Fo l l ow ing antigenic challenge, somatic hypermutat ions occur at an 
extraordinary rate, estimated to be about 10'^ to 10_4 per base pair per 
generation. They are 10^ times faster than spontaneous mutations (Berek & 
Milstein, 1987; McKean et aL, 1984; Berek & Milstein，1988). 
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In addi t ion, hypermutat ions are restr icted to the rearranged Ig V 
genes o f both act ive H and L chains. They are rarely found in the 
unrearranged ge rm l ine genes (Weber et al., 1991b)， w i t h the possible 
except ion o f Yx (Weiss & W u , 1987; Mo toyama et al,, 1994). The 
unrear ranged JK and Jn loci are also not subject to a h igh rate o f mutation 
(Weber et al,, 1991b). In contrast, both product ive ly and nonproduct ively 
rearranged V regions can mutate w i t h s imi lar frequencies (Roes et al., 
1989; Sharp et al.’ 1991). These imp ly that f u l l act ivat ion o f the mutation 
mechanism occurs only after rearrangement o f the V region (Gorski et al., 
1983; Weiss & Wu，1987). 
Besides, the major i ty o f mutat ions tend to be clustered in V (D)J 
region and their immediate flanking sequences in both H and L chain 
genes. Furthermore, mutations are most numerous in the "CDRs, especially 
in CDR1, wh i le sequences outside these areas mutate rarely (Gearhart & 
Bogenhagen, 1983; Berek & Mi ls te in , 1988; Lebecque & Gearhart, 1990). 
Also, there is a sharp boundary at the 5’ promoter. Lebecque & Gearhart 
(1990) have ident i f ied that mutations do not extend s ign i f icant ly upstream 
beyond the promoter. However, the 3，boundary is not clearly defined and 
the mutat ions decrease w i t h increasing distance f r om the V ( D ) J region 
over a distance of ~ 1 kilobase 5^ebecque & Gearhart 1990). 
Furthermore, hypermutat ions appear to occur in a stepwise manner 
by i n t r oduc ing successive s ing le nuc leo t ide subst i tu t ions (Kocks & 
Rajewsky, 1988; B r o w n et al., 1992). Ana lys is o f the antigen-selected 
hybridomas obtained at successive stages f r o m memory responses reveals 
that nuc leo t ide subst i tu t ions accumulate ex tens ive ly w i t h t ime in V 
regions of the H and L chains (Berek & Milstein，1987). Also, i t has been 
d iscovered that the h i g h a f f i n i t y m e m o r y ce l ls come f r o m the 
genealogical B cel ls wh i ch the ancestors car ry ing a subset o f the 
mutations are ident i f ied in their descendants (McKean et al,, 1984; Kocks & 
Rajewsky, 1988; Jacob et al, 1993). In addit ion, hypermutations accumulate 
considerably w i th age, as shown by an increase in the number of B cells 
wh ich express mutated genes either in per ipheral b lood or in germinal 
centres, and an increase in the number o f nucleotide substitutions carried 
by the mutants dur ing l i fe t ime (Gonzalez-Fernandez et al., 1994b; Kle in et 
aL, 1994). This reflects an increase in memory B cel l numbers and is 
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consistent w i t h the theory that memory B cells are capable o f re-entry 
into the hypermutational process (Kepler & Perelson，1993). 
1.2.2 Germinal centre & Affinity maturation 
The t im ing and site for hypermutat ions are restr ic ted. Mu ta t ion 
process occurs only in a short per iod o f t ime after the antigen activated-B 
cel ls have being migrated in to the germinal centres o f the secondary 
l y m p h o i d organs. The h igh l y organised germina l centres (GC) are the 
place where hypermutat ions and a f f i n i t y maturat ion take place and where 
the memory B cells are generated (Berek & Milstein， 1988; Berek et al., 
1991; Berek, 1993; Kelsoe, 1994). Usua l l y , germina l centres become 
apparent 3 to 4 days after exposure to antigen and decline approximately 3 
weeks after immun iza t i on (Ste in et al,, 1982; Kroese eT al., 1990). This 
impl ies that the mutat ional process is largely restr icted to a few weeks 
af ter i m m u n i z a t i o n . G e r m i n a l centres deve lop i n the f o l l i c l e s o f 
peripheral l ympho id tissue. They are composed of a mantle surrounding a 
dark zone o f rapidly d iv id ing B cel l blasts (centroblasts) and a l ight zone of 
non-d iv id ing B cells <centrocytes) ( L i u et al, 1992; Kelsoe, 1995). The B 
cells selected for antigen recogn i t ion enter the dark zone, where they 
undergo p ro l i f e ra t i on and somat ic hypermuta t ion (Zhang et al., 1988; 
Jacob et al., 1991; Pascual et al., 1994). Afterwards, they migrate to the l ight 
zone, stop prol i ferat ion, and are subject to selection for the best b inding 
af f in i ty (L iu et al., 1989; L i u et al, 1991a). Mutants that have better af f in i ty 
are st imulated by specif ic ant igen on the surface o f f o l l i cu la r dendri t ic 
cells (MacLennan & Gray, 1986; MacLennan et al., 1992). They are selected 
to survive and develop into memory cells (Coico et al., 1983) or plasma cells 
(L iu et al” 1991b). By contrast, those cells w i th low a f f in i t y w i l l undergo 
apoptosis rapidly and wi l l be removed by macrophages CLiu et al, 1989). 
In addit ion, the act ivat ion o f hypermutat ion and the format ion of 
germinal centre are h igh ly dependent on the help o f T cells (Clark & 
Ledbetter, 1994 & Ke lsoe，1995) . In fact, germinal centre format ion is 
observed mostly in response to T n dependent antigens (MacLennan & Gray， 
1986; L i u et al.’ 1992). Also, recent discoveries show that the part ic ipat ion 
o f C D 4 + helper T cells is necessary to init iate mutation (Mi l le r et al., 1995). 
The cognate (CD40:CD40L) or costimulator (B7-2 :CD28/CTLA-4) interactions 
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between B and T lymphocytes are also related to germinal centre reaction 
and somatic mutat ion response. I t is reported that the administ rat ion o f 
an t i -CD40L can d im in i sh the ant ibody p roduc t ion and germina l centre 
f o r m a t i o n ( H a n et al., 1995). A l so , the hype rmu ta t i on is reduced 
dramatically when anti-B7-2 is applied (Clark & Ledbetter，1994). 
Genera l ly , af ter mu ta t i on and a f f i n i t y matura t ion , the B cel ls 
p roduc ing h igher a f f i n i t y ant ibod ies become dominan t i n secondary 
immune response. I t has been repor ted that the a f f i n i t y f r o m the 
antibodies of secondary response [Kd, 10"^ to 10"^ M ] increase by 10- to 100-
fo ld that o f the pr imary response [Kd, 10_? M ] (Maizels, 1995; Neuberger & 
Milstein, 1995). 
1.2.3 Mutational Hotspots 
The hypermutat ional process w i t h i n the V-gene is not random. I t 
has been shown by many invest igators that there is a h igher rat io of 
replacement to silent mutations (R/S rat io) in the CDRs and lower over the 
FRs (Levy et al., 1988; Levy et al., 1989). Obviously, mutations in CDRs are 
enriched by ant igenic select ion as the CDRs are always i n phys ica l ly 
contact w i th the antigens. Wh i le , the fewer replacement mutations in FRs 
are found as the f ramework structure needs to be conserved to maintain 
function (Levy et al., 1988; Weiss et al, 1992). 
In add i t ion , some po in t muta t ions are repeatedly observed in 
secondary antibodies, and are called hotspots. For example, in the V i c O x - l 
gene of anti-oxazolone antibodies, the His 34 residue is repeatedly changed 
to .Asn as we l l as Tyr to Phe substitution at posit ion 36. Such hotspots have 
been conf i rmed to be the result of antigenic selection and to be capable of 
increasing ant ibody a f f i n i t y . They are cal led ant igen-selected hotspots 
(Berek et al., 1987; Berek & M i l s t dn，1987 ) . However, not all mutational 
hotspots can increase ant ibody a f f i n i t y . Many hotspots resul t i n si lent 
mutat ions and their existence probab ly has noth ing to do w i t h the 
skewing effects o f ant igenic select ion. They may ref lect the in t r ins ic 
sequence specif ici t ies of the somatic mutat ion mechanism. They are called 
in t r ins ic hotspots. Their locat ions and characteristics have already been 
ident i f ied by "passenger transgene" experiments (Sharpe et al., 1991; Betz 
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et al, 1993b; Betz et al, 1993a; Betz et al., 1994). Passenger transgenes are 
the genes wh ich do not cont r ibute to ant igen-speci f ic immune response 
and thus, mutat ions in these genes are not selected to improve antigen 
binding. 
In fact, a VK 0 x 1 transgene exper iment has revealed that in t r ins ic 
hotspots in the endogenous sequence are also the dominant hotspots in the 
passenger sequence either the V K O x l endogenous gene is selected against a 
mixture o f antigens or a single antigen (Betz et al., 1993b). I n addit ion, the 
hotspots discovered in the CDRs and J-C intron of the in-frame Yx genes are 
same as those found in the out-of- f rame Yx-Jx rearranged genes in which 
non- funct iona l cod ing sequences are produced (Gonzalez-Ferandez et al., 
1994a). Subsequently, i t has reported that hypermutationjs can e f f i c ien t ly 
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target to passenger transgenes in wh ich non- Ig sequences such as P_ 
g lobin, gpt, and neo genes are used to replace the V reg ion segment 
(Ye lamos et al,, 1995). There fo re , the concen t ra t i on o f mutat ions 
commonly observed dur ing ant ibody a f f i n i t y maturat ion is probably not 
due to antigen select ion alone but also the concentrat ion o f favoured 
m u t a t i o n s i tes r e s u l t i n g f r o m g e r m - l i n e e v o l u t i o n a r y se l ec t i on 
(Neuberger & Milstein，1995). 
1.2.4 Intrinsic characteristics of hypermutation 
A n a l y s i s o f m u t a t i o n s i n passenger t ransgenes p r o v i d e s 
i n fo rma t i on about the in t r i ns i c sequence preference o f the mutat iona l 
mechanism. Transgenes exper iments have revealed that hypermuta t ion 
exhibi ts preference for speci f ic base subst i tut ions, whereas, delet ions or 
insertions are rare (Sharpe et al, 1991; Betz et al., 1993b; Sohn et al, 1993). 
For example, mutational hot spots occurr ing in indiv idual posit ions such as 
the second base of the A G T Ser31 codon (a prominent intr insic hotspot in 
V K O x l ) is commonly found (Gonzalez-Fernandez et al., 1993). Furthermore, 
the mutations have a strong bias for transitions over transversions in the 
coding strand (Betz et al., 1993b; Gonzalez-Fernandez et al., 1994a); Also, 
there is a clear D N A strand bias. For example, the mutational frequency of 
thymine is lower on the coding strand than on the non-coding strand 
(Betz et al., 1993a; Betz et al., 1993b). The signif icance o f these above 
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features has also be noted in the analysis o f the intron regions f lank ing 
the rearranged V-gene OLebecque & Gearhart，1990; Weber et al., 1991a). 
A l t hough i t is found that d i f fe rent in t r ins ic patterns o f mutations 
in d i f ferent target sequences are f requent ly observed, greater numbers o f 
int r ins ic hotspots show local sequence preference. In man and mouse, for 
example, many o f the major int r ins ic hotspots occur in the second base of 
serine codons A G C / T in the hypervariable regions o f V genes. Whi le , the 
other serine codon T C N (N is any nucleot ide), wh ich is dominant in the 
f ramework region is not mutat ional hotspots (Wagner et al., 1995). Rogozin 
& Kolcharov (1992) have performed a statist ical analysis o f the sequences 
of hypermutated ant ibodies and have conc luded that R G Y W sequence 
mot i fs (where R=purine, Y=py r im id ine and W = A or T) are preferred sites 
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for mutation. Coincidental ly, the serine codons AGC/T f i ts w i t h the R G Y W 
mot i f . However, the R G Y W consensus moti fs do not explain the location of 
al l V - reg ion mutat ions. A l te rna t ive ly , the target ing o f mutat ions may be 
associated w i t h other factors l i ke pa l indromic sequences or the potent ia l 
for ha i rp in fo rmat ion (Ko lchanov et aL, 1987; Gonzalez-Fernamdez et al., 
1994a). Indeed, some analysis have found that complementary palindromes 
and tandem D N A repeats occur at a higher frequency in CDRs of V genes 
than in C segments or other genes (Golding, et al., 1987; Kolchanor et al., 
1987). 
1.2 .5 Models for the mechanism of somatic 
hypermutation 
W h i l e l a c k i n g d i rec t ev idence to suppor t a mechan ism o f 
hype rmu ta t i on , several models have been proposed to exp la in the 
appearance of mutations in the rearranged V regions. 
1.2.5.1 DNA replication 
Repl icat ion is a D N A synthesis process in which genomic sequence 
in fo rmat ion is copied f rom both sense and antisense strands dur ing cel l 
p ro l i f e ra t i on . D N A rep l i ca t ion w i t h an error-prone fash ion has been 
proposed as the mechanism of Ig hypermutation. 
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I t was suggested in one model (Rogerson et al., 1991) that a mutator 
could suppress the f ide l i ty o f D N A repl icat ion by b inding to a sequence-
specif ic site located upstream o f V gene promoter and interact ing w i th 
polymerase to make i t error-prone. The mutator could have a f f in i t y for 
the sequence of either the leading or lagging strand, but not both. I t was 
further proposed that a gradient o f mutat ional frequency should exit. The 
frequency wou ld be h igh near the mutator b ind ing site and i t wou ld 
decrease further away to the 3，J sequence. However, this model lacks the 
exper imenta l ev idence showing h igh f requency o f muta t ions at the 
upstream of promoter (the mutator b ind ing site). On the contrary, many 
reports have ident i f ied that very few mutat ions occur upstream o f the 
promoter region, the major i ty o f the mutations on the 5，s ide are at the 
downstream of the promoter and around the V (D)J region (Lebecque & 
Gearhart, 1990; Both et al, 1990; Rothenfluh et al., 1993; Rada et al, 1994). 
In another model (Manser, 1990), i t was suggested that mutat ion 
would occur during error-prone repl icat ion of the lagging strand, as more 
enzymatic events are i nvo l ved i n rep l i ca t ion of this strand. I t also 
suggested the presence o f a repl icat ion or ig in in the in t ron between the 
V(D)J and C genes, and a f ixed 3，boundary for the mutations. However, 
Lebecque & Gearhart (1990) have reported that the 3， e n d point o f 
mutations, at least in K locus, depends on the posit ion of the J region joined 
to the V region. 
Al though these two models are not the l ike ly mechanism for somatic 
mutat ion, the basis o f d i rec t iona l i t y in these models f i t i n w i t h the 
intr insic feature of somatic mutat ion by the clear bias for mutat ion on one 
strand. Thus, the poss ib i l i t y that hypermutat ion is i nvo l ved in D N A 
replication cannot be ignored. 
1.2.5.2 DNA Repair 
D N A repair is a process in which the damaged base in the duplex 
can be removed and replaced w i t h a normal base by us ing the 
complementary strand as a template. Dur ing D N A repair, a gap is produced 
by an excision enzyme and then f i l led in by a repair polymerase. However, 
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ow ing to the natural error f requency o f the D N A - r e p a i r polymerase, 
mutations are sometimes introduced into the repaired strand. 
Ear l y i n 1966，er ro r -p rone D N A repair mechanism was i n i t i a l l y 
proposed as a model which can target the Ig V region to induce single base 
changes (Brenner & Mi lste in， 1966). Th is mode l was later appl ied 
spec i f i ca l l y to somatic hypermutat ions. Gearharat & Bogenhagen (1983) 
have suggested that the h igh frequency o f mutat ions in V genes results 
f r o m the accumulat ion o f mutat ions dur ing many cycles o f error-prone 
repair. Nevertheless, speci f ic enzymes responsible for this proposal have 
not been found yet. 
Rada et al. (1994) have also supported the not ion .of an error-prone 
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repair system. They have suggested that the repair process has a preferred 
entry site at 5’ end and introduces mutations in one strand along the V 
region unt i l i t tails of f . This model implies that a specific sequence for the 
repair enzymes to recognise i n 5， reg ion must be present in al l Ig genes. 
This model is compatible w i th two characteristics o f somatic mutat ion: the 
strand bias, and the skewed dist r ibut ion o f mutations along the V and JC 
intron w i th a sharp boundary at the 5，and a slow decline at the 3’ end. 
However, Betz et al., (1994) have reported that a p - g l o b i n p romote r 
substituted w i t h the Ig promoter can also support hypermutat ion. Besides, 
Yelamos et al. (1995) have demonstrated that an Ig VK transgene wh ich 
entire V gene segment inc lud ing the leader in t ron is replaced by human 
P"globin is capable of mutation. 
A l though there is no enough evidence to support the error-prone 
repair models, er ror -prone repai r enzymes may p lay a ro le i n the 
development of hypermutation. 
1.2.5.3 Gene conversion 
Gene convers ion is a template recombinat ion process in wh ich 
sequence in format ion is transferred f rom one gene locus to another locus 
by the formation of a heteroduplex intermediate. 
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Gene conversion can also act as a template mutat ional mechanism 
f rom wh ich the preimmune ant ibody divers i ty o f chickens is established. 
For example, many mutated sequences in the rearranged Yxl chickens Ig 
gene have been shown match ing a set o f donor genes in the germline 
D N A . (Reynaud et al., 1987; Reynaud et aL, 1989). S imi la r ly in rabbit, the 
pre immune d ivers i f ica t ion depends most ly on gene conversions (Becker & 
Knight , 1990). Somatic mutations in man and mice may also be a result of 
gene conversion (Maizels, 1989). Dav id et al. (1992) supported this view by 
using a panel o f short deoxyol igonucleot ides w i t h sequences ident ical to 
segments o f hypermutated V regions to probe for mur ine germl ine D N A . 
They ident i f ied that some germl ine sequences match the mutations in both 
heavy and K light chain V regions. 
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Wi th exception o f some cases, gene conversion is not l i ke ly a major 
cause of somatic mutation in man and mice. I t is because gene conversion 
alone can not explain all cases o f mutation, part icular as some mutations in 
murine Ig gene have no donors in germline D N A . For instance in the mice, 
somatic mutations in J-C in t ron, the f lank ing region o f V region genes, 
wh ich appear to be unique in the genome, have no homologous donor 
genes for gene convers ion (Lebecque & Gearhart， 1990). Furthermore, 
reports showed that when a bacter ia l gene sequence w h i c h was not 
present in the mice germline was inserted into an Ig transgene, i t could be 
mutated. Thus, those mutat ions cou ld not result f r om gene conversion 
OVysocki et al,, 1990; Tonegawa，1983). 
H o w e v e r , s ince gene conve rs ion i nvo l ves the f o r m a t i o n o f 
heteroduplex, i t is possible that heteroduplex is the site where D N A repair 
occurs. I f some errors are incorporated in the repair event, substi tut ional 
mutations may appear in the repaired Ig gene (David et al., 1992). Thus, 
although gene conversion can not expla in al l cases o f mutat ion in man 
and mice , gene conve rs ion associated w i t h a h i g h l y e r ro r -p rone 




Transcr ip t ion is a R N A synthesis process in wh ich pr imary R N A 
transcript is produced by using the D N A transcribed strand as template. 
The t ranscr ip t ion ac t iv i ty o f the Ig gene, l i ke that o f other genes, is 
regulated by two cis-acting elements, the promoter and the enhancer. In K 
l igh t chain gene, promoter is located immediate ly 5’ o f the site where 
transcr ipt ion is ini t iated, and the two enhancers are in the J-C int ron and 
the downstream C gene. 
A var ie ty o f evidence support that t ranscr ip t iona l machinery is 
invo lved in generating hypermutat ion. First , ma jo r i t y o f mutat ions on the 
5，side are located downstream o f the promoter (Lebeaque & Gearhart， 
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1990)，although the promoter i tsel f is not necessary for mutat ion as a p -
g lob in promoter can also support hypermuta t i on o f a rearranged K 
transgene (Betz et al., 1994). Moreover, Rada et al (1994) have found that 
the 5’ boundary was in the T6CT5CT4 mot i f o f the leader intron, about 150 
bases downst ream o f the i n i t i a t i on o f t ranscr ip t ion site. Second, as 
hypermutat ions occur on ly after gene rearrangement i n w h i c h the V 
reg ions are b rough t c loser to J reg ions , th is imp l i es that the 
h y p e r m u t a t i o n a l process requ i res the presence o f some c is -ac t ing 
regulatory elements downstream of the J segments (Roes et al., 1989). 
Transgenic experiments have shown that the two cis-act ing t ranscr ipt ion 
enhancers i n K locus: the i n t r on enhancer /mat r ix at tachment reg ion 
( E K i / M A R ) in J K - C K in t ron and the 3’ enhancer (E i c3 ' ) about 8 kb 
downstream o f CK o f l ight chain, are necessary for rearranged V-reg ion 
mutat ion (Sharpe et al., 1991; Betz et al., 1994; Sharpe et al., 1990). The 
deletion o f Eic3' f r o m a transgene d im in ished hypermutat ions to near 
background levels, and delet ion o f the E i d / M A R reduced hypermuta t ion 
dramatical ly (Betz et al, 1994). Furthermore, recent reports o f transgenic 
experiments have shown that V- reg ion gene i tse l f is not necessary for 
hypermutat ion as a long gene fragment in the V-reg ion can be replaced 
b y p-globin, neo, or gpt genes wi thout affect ing mutation rate (Yelamos et 
al., 1995). I t may further match the results that hypermutat ion in the K 
l igh t chain gene is depended on the transcr ipt ion enhancers external to 
the V-region but not the V gene targeted sequence itself. 
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On the other hand, some evidence shows that transcription alone is 
not suff ic ient to activate somatic mutation. I t is because the elements that 
are necessary for Ig gene hypermutat ion are not the same as those that 
activate transcript ion. For instance, the regulatory elements required for 
hypermutation do not seem to be necessary in transgene transcription, as 
the delet ion o f E i c i / M A R abol ishes hypermuta t ion w i t h o u t a f fec t ing 
transgene expression (Sharpe et al., 1991; Betz et al., 1994). Similarly, a VxS 
l ight chain transgene w i th no 3’ enhancer has high level o f transgene 
mRNA expression in the spleen although i t fai ls to undergo mutation 
(Carmack et al., 1991). Besides, a X l ight chain transgene whose expression 
was dr iven by a I g H intron-enhancer had no mutat ion but was st i l l 
expressed (Hengstschlager et aL, 1994). However, i t is conceivable that the 
presence o f bo th enhancers is essent ia l fo r f u U ac t i va t i on o f 
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transcript ion. The removal or replacement of either one o f them may 
reduce the transcription rate although gene expression is st i l l observed. I t 
is possib le that e f f ec t i ve hype rmu ta t i on requires f u l l y act ivated 
transcr ipt ion dur ing wh ich the factors for i n i t i a t i on o f hypermutat ion 
are recruited. Thus, the invo lvement o f D N A transcr ipt ion in somatic 
hypermutation is still possible. 
1 . 2 . 5 . 5 H o m o l o g o u s r e c o m b i n a t i o n of r e v e r s e 
transcribed Ig mRNA 
This is the first model (Steel & Pollard, 1987) to propose that mutator 
mechanism is dependent on t ranscr ip t ion , and the t ranscr ip t iona l 
products (RNA, cDNA) are the direct mutational substrates. This model 
suggests that during synthesis of the primary RNA transcript, part of the 
RNA is copied by reverse transcriptase and then the result ing cDNA is 
directly integrated back into the normal chromosomal site by homologous 
recombination. Mutat ions would be introduced by R N A polymerase and 
reverse t ranscr iptase dur ing the t ransfer o f genet ic i n fo rma t i on . 
However, this reverse transcriptase model does not really work for Ig gene 
mutat ion. Th is model can func t i on on ly i f reverse transcriptase, 
homologous recombinase and vary ing set of R N A or D N A primers 
necessary for this model are present. However, to date, no enzyme or 
pr imer relat ing to this reverse transcript ion model has been discovered. 
To increase the possibility of this model, further investigation is required. 
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1.2.5.6 Transcription-coupled repair 
Peters & Storb (1996) have proposed that somatic mutat ion is l inked 
to transcr ipt ion in i t ia t ion. In this model, mutator factors are loaded onto 
the transcript ion in i t ia t ion complex and then are carried into the gene by 
the elongat ing t ranscr ip t ion complex. These mutator factors may cause 
pausing the R N A polymerase, this inducing t ranscr ip t ion-coupled repair. 
M u l t i p l e po in t mutat ions are int roduced into the transcribed strand by 
repeating the "gratui tous" D N A repair process. The strand bias and the 
base substitut ion preference o f somatic mutations are compatible w i t h this 
model, because only the transcribed D N A strand is targeted to undergo 
frequent error-prone repair. Furthermore, the mutat ion hotspots may be 
expla ined by the rate o f pause and the rate o f error in t roduc t ion 
depending on the primary DNA sequence OPeters and Storb, 1996). 
Lebecque & Gearhart (1990) have also proposed that hypermutat ion 
is l i nked to the t ranscr ip t iona l state o f the Ig gene and the local 
unw ind ing o f chromat in around a V ( D ) J gene a l lows access o f the 
mutat iona l machinery to the D N A of the t ranscr ibed reg ion. They 
suggested that the unw ind ing may cause the fo rma t ion o f transient 
mismatches by the pal indromic or inverted repeat sequences which are in 
greater abundance around the V (D)J gene. These mismatch sequences may 
be the site for error-prone repair. 
A recent discovery has showed that some D N A repair enzymes are 
part o f the R N A polymerase I I transcript ion in i t ia t ion complex (Drapkin et 
al., 1994). There is also evidence, that the rate of spontaneous mutagenesis 
in yeast increase when the transcr ipt ion rate is increased (Korogodin et 
al., 1991)，suggesting "Transcr ipt ion-coupled repair，’ is possibly invo lved 
in somatic mutation. 
1.3 Scope of Investigation 
Many d i f ferent models suggest that the D N A repair system is 
invo lved in hypermutation. The repair process f i rst introduces a nick in 
the D N A by a endonuclease which allows the removal of a D N A fragment 
w i th an exonuclease. This gap is then repaired by D N A polymerase and 
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l igase. This suggests i f mutations actually arise f rom the error-prone 
repair event, transient strand breaks must occur in one or both strands 
during the repair process. Therefore, invest igat ion of the presence of 
breaks in the activated Ig V (D )J gene during hypermutations may be 
useful to determine whether the repair event is i nvo lved in the 
hypermuta t iona l mechanism. A mod i f i ed polymerase chain react ion 
method, named l igation-mediated polymerase chain reaction (LMPCR) can 
be employed for this purpose. 
LMPCR, which was introduced by Muel ler & Wold (1989), is well-
suited to detect DNA strand breaks (Steigerwald et al, 1990). This technique 
is a modif ied PCR that allows amplif ication and detection of D N A fragments 
containing only one pre-determined pr iming site at one ‘end. The second 
site is produced by a linker ligated to the other end of the DNA. (Mueller & 
Wold, 1989; Pfeifer et al., 1989). The sensitivity of this method is adequate 
for the detection of D N A breaks in single-copy gene sequence in human 
cells (Pfeifer et aL, 1991; Tormanen & Pfeifer, 1992). Besides, this method 
has been successfully used for in v ivo footprint ing (Garrity & Wold，1992; 
Mul ler & Wold , 1989)， genomic ampl i f icat ion (Ko et al, 1990)， genome 
walking (Fors et aL, 1990) and determination of DNA double-strand breaks 
at the V ( D ) J recombinat ion s ignal sequence for invest igat ing the 
mechanism of Ig gene recombination CRoth et al., 1993). 
For the detection of strand breaks using LMPCR technique, the f irst 
step is primer extension which stops at the site of DNA breakage, resulting 
in a blunt end to which a l inker is ligated. This l igation step allows the 
in t roduct ion o f a PCR pr im ing site at the break point . A pr imer 
complementary to this new common sequence was then used together wi th 
mu l t ip le gene-specif ic pr imers in subsequent PCR ampl i f icat ions to 
generate specif icity. In the f inal PCR amplif ication, an end-labelled gene-
specific primer was used to visualise the LMPCR products. (Muller & Wold， 
1989). 
In the present study, LMPCR technique was used to detect the strand 
breaks and even their positions, i f they occurred, on both strands of a 
rearranged VKOxl- jK5 l ight chain gene in the spleen or Peyer's patch 
DNA. B A L B / c mice either unimmunized or immunized w i th oxazolone 
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conjugates to chicken serum albumin were used in this study. Oxazolone, a 
hapten, was used as V K O x l - J i c 5 l igh t chain gene is predominant ly ut i l ised 
in this antibody response (Kar t inen et al., 1983a). A n advantage of using 
the V K O x l - J K 5 gene as the target gene was that its features o f mutation 
have been we l l documented (Berek & Mi ls te in , 1987; Betz et al., 1993b; 
Gonzalez-Fernandez & Mi ls te in , 1993). Thus, the locations o f mutat ional 
hotspots i n this gene are known, thereby p rov id i ng a reference to 
interpret the results of strand break in this study. 
•»v-
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Chapter 2 Material and Method 
2.1 Materials 
In the present study, B A L B / c mice were obtained f rom animal 
house, the Chinese Universi ty of Hong Kong. The hybridoma cell lines, 
NQ2.12.4 and NQ5.4.3, were kindly provided by Mr . Richard Pannal, MRC 
Laboratory o f Molecular B io logy , Protein and Nucleic A c i d Chemistry 
Div is ion, Cambridge, UK . A l l the reagents used for cel l culture were 
purchased f rom Gibco-BRL. The Bordetella pertussis used for immunization 
was a g i f t f rom Dr. K. W. L ing , Department of Microb io logy, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. In the LMPCR assay, Pwo D N A polymerase was 
obtained f rom Boehringer Mannheim. The ligase, Taq D N A polymerase, 
deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) were purchased f rom Gibco-BRL. 
The T4 polynucleot ide kinase and al l restr ict ion enzymes were obtained 
f rom New England BioLab. The enzyme reaction buffers were supplied 
w i th the enzymes and the MgCl2 solution was obtained f rom the Taq 
polymerase package. The ol igos were synthesized and purchased f rom 
Oligos. Etc. Inc. The Hybond-N nylon membrane, rediprime D N A labell ing 
ki t and all radioisotopes were purchased form Amersham. A thermal cycler 
(Perk in -E lmer Cetus) was employed for a l l PCR react ions. The 
T7sequencing k i t was purchased f rom Pharmacia and the Sequenase 2.0 
sequencing k i t was obtained f rom USB. In addition, exounclease I I I and 
mung bean nuclease were purchased f rom Pharmacia Biotech. The 5x 
reaction exonuclease I I I buffer was prepared as: 330 m M Tr is-HCl (pH 8.0)， 
385 mM NaCl, 25 m M MgCl2, 50 m M dithiothreitol (Wu et al., 1989) and the 
10x mung bean nuclease reaction buffer was prepared as: 300 m M sodium 
acetate (pH 5.0)，500 m M NaCl, 10 m M ZnCl2, 50% (v/v) glycerol (Sambrook 
et al., 1989). Also, the CHROMA SPIN-1000 Columns were obtained from 
Clontech lab., Inc. Besides, the Immulon- I I 96-wel l polystyrene microtiter 
plates used in E L I S A test were obtained f rom Dynatech Lab. 4-
E t h o x y m e t h y l e n e - 2 - p h e n y l - 2 - o x a z o l i n - 5 - o n e (phOx ) , ch i cken serum 
albumin (CSA), bovine serum albumin (BSA) and all other chemicals were 
purchased f rom Sigma Chemical Co. including the goat anti-mouse IgG 
horseradish peroxidase conjugate. 
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2.2 Methods (first generation of LMPCR) 
2.2.1 Animal and CeU lines 
B A L A / c mice were housed in groups o f 5 in stainless steel cages. 
Food and water was provided ad l ib i tum. A l l of the mice were acclimated for 
at least 3 days before use. The NQ2.12.4 & NQ5.4.3 hybridoma cell lines were 
maintained at 37°C in Dulberco's Mod i f i ed Eagle's medium supplemented 
w i t h 10% heat i n a c t i v a t e d f e t a l b o v i n e se rum, 1 0 0 | i g / m l 
penicillin/streptomycin, and 5% CO2 . 
2.2.2 Oxazolone antigen immunization 
2.2.2.1 Preparation ofBordeteHa pertussis : 
v^-
The number of Bordetella pertussis was determined by MacFarland 
Turb id i t y Standards method (F inegold & Baron， 1986). The turb id i ty 
standards were prepared by m i x i n g 1% anhydrous bar ium chlor ide 
solution wi th 1% pure sulphuric acid solution to make a total volume of 10 
ml in a clear tube according to the fo l lowing table. Af ter mix ing, white 
milky suspension was formed. 
MacFarland Nephelometer Standards 
Contents (ml) 
A p p r o x . 
b a c t e r i a l 
Tube no. Bar ium ch lor ide Sulphuric acid d e n s i t y 
( 1 % ) ( 1 % ) (x l Q 8 / m l ) 
1 0.1 9.9 3 
2 0.2 9.8 6 
• 3 、 0.3 9.7 9 
4 0.4 9.6 12 
5 0.5 9.5 15 
6 0.6 9.4 18 
7 0.7 9.3 21 
8 0.8 9.2 24 
9 0.9 9.1 27 
]0 W 9 ^ 30 
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Then, the bacter ial ce l l colonies i n agar plate were p icked and 
suspended into a clear sterile tube w i th 10 m l o f 0.9% saline. The turbidi ty 
o f cel l suspension was compared w i t h the standard tubes. A f te r estimating 
the number o f cells, the l ived B. pertussis cells were k i l l ed by heating at 
9QOC for 15 min. The dead cell suspension was spun at 3500 rpm for 30 min 
and then the concentration was adjusted w i th 0.9% saline to 10^° c e l l s / m l . 
The h e a t - k i l l e d bacter ia were stored at - 2 0 ° C for later use in the 
immunization step. 
2.2.2.2 Coupling of phenyloxazolone with CSA or BSA: 
PhOx-CSA was prepared by dissolving 0.9 g CSA in 14 m l ddH2O and 
being stirred at room temperature for 15 min. I t was f ina l ly made up to a 
concentration o f 50 mg/ml w i t h ddH2O. Then, 0.9 g sodium bicarbonate was 
added and stirred at 4^C unt i l completely dissolved. A t p H value between 8.5 
and 9，0.135 g phOx was added and stirred at 4^C for overnight. Then, the 
mixture was spun at 30,000 g for 30 min at 4 ^ C and the clear supernatant 
was transferred into a dialysis tube for dialysis against 3 l i tres o f 0.15 M 
NaCl, 0.02% NaN3 buffer at 4 ^ C for overnight. Further dialysis for six days 
was required and the dialysis buf fer was replaced each day. Dur ing the last 
two days o f dialysis, only 0.15 M NaCl was used as dialysis buffer. Af ter 
dialysis, the clear yel low phOx-CSA dialysed solut ion was transferred to a 
50 m l tube. Af ter measuring its f ina l volume, optical density was measured 
in order to estimate the coupl ing ratio between CSA and phOx. Since the 
optical density maximum o f phOx is at 352nm, the phOx-CSA product was 
estimated in this optical density assuming that the phOx coupled to CSA has 
the same optical density (O.D.) as phOx molecule alone (Makela et. al., 1978). 
For O.D. measurement, certain di lut ions were necessary and ddH2O was used 
as di luent and blank. The calculat ion o f the coupl ing rat io of phOx-CSA 
was: I n CSA, the molecular weight is -60 ,000 and the concentrat ion 二 
weight o f CSA/ f i na l vo lume o f dialysed phOx-CSA solut ion. Then, the 
molar i ty of CSA = concentration/molecular weight. In phOx, since O.D.352 
of phOx in l M solution is 32,000 (Mahela, et al., 1978), the molari ty of phOx 
= O.D.352 of phOx/32,000. Thus, the rat io moles phOx/CSA = molar i ty of 
phOx/molar i ty of CSA. In this study, th i r ty- two phOx molecules were found 
coupled to each CSA molecule. PhOx-CSA solution was stored at -20^C and i t 
was used for mice immuniza t ion . Same method was employed in the 
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preparation o f phOx-BSA molecules. Twenty-e ight phOx molecules were 
found coupled to each BSA molecule. PhOx-BSA was used for EL ISA in 
section 2.2.3.2. 
2.2.2.3 Preparation of aluminium hydroxide adjuvant: 
For ad juvant prepara t ion , 10g a l u m i n i u m potass ium sul fate, 
A l K ( S O 4 ) 2 . i 2 H 2 O was dissolved in 10ml ddH2O. Then, 22.8 ml of NaOH (0.25M) 
was added in dropwise whi le mix ing. The mixed solution was incubated at 
room temperature for 10 min. Af terwards, whi te a lumin ium hydrox ide 
pellet, Al(OH)3, was obtained by centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 10 min. The 
white pellet was washed w i th 50 ml ddH2O and then suspended in 10 ml 
ddH2O to make the f inal concentration to 0.1 mg/^i l . Then, in an 1.5 ml 
eppendorf tube, 200 [ig o f phOx-CSA solution was mixed wi th 40 ^il of 0.1 
mg / | x l Al(OH)3, 0.9% saline was added to made a total volume of 500 ^il. The 
mixture was shaken at room temperature for more than 2 hr. Afterwards, 
the solut ion was spun at 13000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was 
transferred into a new eppendorf tube. O.D.352 measurement is necessary 
for the or ig ina l phOx solut ion and the uncoupled phOx solut ion (the 
supernatant). Since the molari ty o f the phOx = O.D.352 o f phOx/32,000, the 
amount of phOx which had been bound to Al(OH)3 = [(O.D.352 o f the original 
phOx solution) - (O.D.352 of the supernatant)] / 32000 x d i lu t ion factor x 
volume of the supernatant. Normal ly, about 30-35 ^ig of phOx-CSA could be 
bound to aluminium hydroxide adjuvant. 
2.2.2.4 Mice immunization: 
For primary immunization, BALB /c mice were injected i.p. w i th 150 
|jl mixture of antigen containing 30 n g alum-precipitated phOx-CSA and 10^ 
heat k i l led B. pertussis in 0.9% saline; For secondary immunizat ion, the 
mice were injected i.v. with 150 ^i l 0.9% saline containing 100 \ig phOx-CSA 




2 . 2 . 3 Detection of anti-phOx antibody by enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) 
2.2.3.1 Reagents: 
Phosphate Buffered Saline Hx PBS) 
Per litre: 
NaCl 8.0 g 
KC1 0.2 g 
Na2HPO4 1.44g 
K H 2 P O 4 0.24g 
PRS with 0.05 % Tween 20 rPBSm 
Per litre: 
Tween 20 0.5 ml -^
-
l x PBS 999.5 ml 
Substrate buffer (Q.lM Acetate-citrate buffer. pH 5.0) 
per litre: 
Na acetate 8.2 g 
l M citric acid, pH 5.0 12 ml 
0.01% hydrogen peroxide/ortho-phenylenediamine(OPD) substrate 
solution 
I t was fresh prepared before use by adding 1 ml OPD (10 mg/ml in 
methanol) and 10 ul 30% hydrogen peroxide to 99 ml substrate buffer. 
2.2.3.2 Assay procedure: 
The anti-phOx serum level of the mice was determined by ELISA. To 
start with, 100 |xl of phOx-BSA was pipetted into wells at a concentration of 
10 ^ig/ml in l x PBS.、In the blank row of wells, PBS was used instead of 
antigen. Then, the plates were incubated overn ight at 4 °C. Af ter 
incubation, the plates were washed wi th PBS/T and blocked wi th 200 ^il per 
wel l o f 1% BSA/PBS. The plates were then incubated at 2>l^C for 2 hr and 
washed three times wi th PBS/T. One hundred | i l of the di luted serum 
samples (appropriate di lut ions w i th 1% BSA/PBS) was pipetted into the 
wells. Also, 1% BSA/PBS was added to separated wells acting as sample 
control. After 1 hr incubation at 37^C, the wells were washed again three 
times wi th PBS/T. The goat anti-mouse IgG whole molecule horseradish 
peroxidase conjugate was diluted to 1/1000 in 1% BSAA^BS, and 100 ^1 was 
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added to each wel l . The plates were then incubated for 1 hour at 37^0 and 
washed six times wi th PBS/T to remove unbound conjugate. 100 |xl of 0.01% 
OPD substrate solut ion was added to each wel l . The plates were then 
incubated in the dark at room temperature for 15 min. The reaction was 
stopped by adding 50 p,l o f 2 M sulphuric acid to each wel l . Absorbance 
readings were obtained by a spectra microplate reader at a wavelength of 
490 nm. 
2.2.4 Extraction of genomic DNA (mice/ceU line) 
2.2.4.1 Reagents: 
Tris-buffered saline (TBS) 
per litre: 
NaCl 8 g -
»»-
KC1 0.2 g 
Tris base 3 g 
Adjust pH to 7.4 with HC1. 
DNA p.xtraction buffer 
Tris-HCl(pH8.0) 10 m M 
EDTA (pH8.0) O . l M 
SDS 0.5 % 
RNaseA 20^g /m l 
Phenol/chloroform 
Equilibrated phenol solution 25 volumes 
Chloroform solution 24 volumes 
Isoamyl alcohol 1 volume 
Tris-RDTA buffer. TE • 8.0、 
Tris-HCl (pH8.0)^ 10 m M 
EDTA (pH8.0) 1 mM 
2.2.4.2 Isolation of DNA from cell line (NQ2.12.4 & NQ5.4.3): 
When the cells grew to 80% confluence in a 6-wel l plate (3.5 cm in 
diameter), they were collected by centri fugation at 1000 rpm for 10 min 
and were washed with 10 ml of TBS. The cell pellet was suspended and lysed 
in 10 ml D N A extraction buffer. After 1 hr incubation at 31^C, proteinase K 
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was added to a f inal concentration of 150 p,g/ml and then the sample was 
incubated at 55°C overnight. Af ter cooling down to room temperature, DNA 
was extracted twice w i th phenol, and twice w i th phenol/chloroform. The 
D N A was then precipitated by adding 1/10 volume of 10 M ammonium 
acetate and 2.5 volumes of ice-cold 100% ethanol. Afterwards, the D N A was 
washed wi th ice-cold 70% ethanol and air-dried. The D N A was redissolved 
in TE (pH 8.0) and the D N A concentrat ion was measured w i th a 
spectrophotometer. The concentrat ion of D N A (^ig/ml) = A26O x 50 x 
(dilution factor), 1 unit absorbance at 260 nm = 50 ug/ml DNA. 
2.2.4.3 DNA extraction from mice: 
After k i l l i ng the mice, their spleens or Peyer's patches (PP) were 
isolated and wrapped w i t h a lumin ium fo i l . They were l h e n frozen into 
l iqu id nitrogen immediately. The tissue was ground and added to 10-20 ml 
of D N A extraction buffer in a 50 ml tube. Af ter incubation at 37^C for 1 
hour, same procedures were proceeded as described in the D N A extraction 
o f hybr idoma cel l l ines. For precautions o f cross-contaminat ion, the 
discission kni fe, forceps and al l instruments were replaced after handling 
of each mouse. Moreover, the pipette tips w i th f i l te r were used for 
solutions transfer. 
2 . 2 . 5 Ligated-mediated polymerase chain reaction 
(LMPCR) 
L M P C R were per formed by s l ight ly mod i f y i ng the method of 
Mueller and Wold (1989). The method used in the detection of breakages on 
both sense and antis.ense strands were generally the same. The sequences 
of the pr imers and l inkers are shown in table 1. The annealing 
temperature in each PCR reaction was calculated by a s o f t w a r e Oligo 4.0 
company and was shown in table 2. For precautions of D N A cross-




Table 1: Synthetic oligos for LMPCR analysis of the VicOxl-jK5 gene in BALC/c mice 
Primer Sequence (5, to 3Q 
Oligos used in the LMPCR of sense strand: 
Primprs in VKOx1-TK5 ^ene: 
OXPl 5' GCT CCA GCT TGG TCC CAG CAC 
OXP2 5' TTG GTC CCA GCA CCG AAC GTG 
OXP3 5' CTG GCA GTA ATA AGT GGC AGC ATC TTC 
OXP5 5' TTG GAT GTG TCA TAA ATC CAT CT 
OXP6 5' GCG GGA TCC ATG TGT CAT A A A TCC ATC TTT TG 
Link;erprimer: 
OXLU 5' GCA AGC CCG TGG AAC CCG ACT TTA 
Complementary linker used in ligation step: 
OXLU (Upper linker oligo) 5' GCA AGC CCG TGG AAC CCG ACT TTA 
OXLL (Lower linker oligo) 5’ TAA ACT CGG GT* 
• ^ 
Oligos used in the LMPCR of anti-sense strand: 
Primers in VKOxl gene： 
OXPAl 5' GGA CCA AAA TTC AAA GAC AAA 
OXPA2 5' A A A TTC AAA GAC AAA ATG GAT 
OXPA3 5' TGA GAT CAG AAT ACA ACC AAA 
OXPA4 5' CCC AGT CTC CAG CAA TCA TGT 
OXPA5 5' GCC GGA TCC CAG TCT CCA GCA ATC ATG TCT 
linker primer: 
OXPALP 5' CAC CTT GGC AAG CCC GTG GAA 
Complementary linker used in ligation step: 
OXPALL 5' CAC CTT GGC AAG CCC GTG GAA CCC GAG TTT AC 
OXPALS 5, GTA AAC TCG GG* 
Primers used in producing labelled DNA probe for hybridizing the LMPCR products： 
OXPU 5, TGA GAT CAG AAT ACA ACC AA 
OXPL 5' GGA CTC CAG AAG CCA GTT TG 
Linker and common primer used in 2nd generation of LMPCR: 
L i n t e 
OXUH (Upper linker oligo) 5, AGT ACG CTG CAA GCC CGT GGA ACC AAG CTT GA 
OXLH (Lower linker oligo) 5. TCA AGC TTG GT* 
Common primer: 
OXP 5' AGT ACG CTG CAA GCC CGT GGA 
Oligo used for colony hybridization: 
OXFWl 5' TCA TGG TGA CCT TCT CCC CTG GAG ATG C 
* the 3' end is blocked wi th Cordycepin CPGs. 
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Table 2: AnnealingAiybridization temperature of the oligos 
Primers/oligos Temperature 
Annealing temperature used in the LMPCR of sense strand: 




Annealing temperature used in the LMPCR of anti-sense strand: 
0XPA1 530C 
OXPA2/OXPALP 520C . 
"»-
OXPA3/OXPALP 520C 
Annealing temperature used in the second generation of 
LMPCR: 









Annealing temperature of PCR primers or hybridization 




For the early part o f this project, D N A was cleaved w i th EcoRl 
enzyme to reduce viscosity before LMPCR assay. For enzyme digestion, 10 
^g of D N A was digested in a 50 ^ 1 solut ion containing l x enzyme reaction 
buffer and 20 units £cd?RI. For the positive control in the assay, D N A after 
EcoRl digesting was also cleaved wi th Pstl in order to introduce a art i f icial 
break at the junct ion of FR1 and CDR1 of the target VKOxl - jK5 gene. A l l 
digestion reactions were carried out at 37^C for 2-3 hr. The digestion was 
terminated by phenol /ch loro form extract ion. D N A was then precipi tated 
wi th 0.3 M Na acetate (pH 5.2) and 2.5 volume of ice-cold 100% ethanol at 
- 7 0 ^ C overnight. Af ter centr i fugation for 20 min, the pellet was washed 
w i th ice-cold -TO^C ethanol and then resuspended in TE buffer (pH 8.0) and 
used in the primer extension. 
—T" 
2.2.5.1.1 First primer extension: 
Extensions were carried out by mixing 2 [ i g of D N A with 0.5 pmole of 
the f irst primer in 22 ^ 1 Pwo polymerase buffer [10 m M Tr is-HCl (pH 8.85), 
25 m M KC1, 5 m M ( N H 4 ) 2 S O 4 & 2 m M M g S O 4 ] . Then, D N A was denatured at 
9 5 ° C for 3 min, and was al lowed to anneal w i th the f i rst pr imer at 
appropriate temperature for 30 min. Af ter cool ing the sample to 4°C，3^1 
solution containing Pwo polymerase buffer, 0.83 m M of each dNTP and 1 
unit Pwo D N A polymerase was added. Primer extension was performed at 
72°C for 10 min, the reaction was then cooled down to 4°C. 
2.2.5.1.2 Ligation: 
The l iga t ion step was per formed after pr imer extension. The 
primer-extended products f rom section 2.2.5.1.1 were mixed wi th 100 pmole 
of the appropriate double-stranded ol igo l inker in a total volume of 50 ^1 
solution containing ligation buffer [50 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.6)，10 m M MgCl2, 
1 m M dithiothreitol, 1 m M ATP & 5% (w/v) polyethylene glycol] and 5 units 
of T4 D N A ligase. The l igation was performed at l 4^C for 16-20 hr. After 
incubation, D N A ligase was heat inactivated at 70°C for 10 min and the 
l i ga ted D N A was p h e n o l / c h l o r o f o r m extracted and then ethanol 
precipitated in the presence of 0.3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 10 \ig 
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E.coli tRNA at -VO^C overnight and collected by centr i fugation. For next 
PCR reaction step, the precipitated D N A was washed w i th ice-cold 70% 
ethanol and then suspended in 10 ul ddH2O. 
The double-stranded l inker was generated by annealing two oligos 
o f d i f fe rent length conta in ing complementary sequence. Ten pmole of 
each oligo was mixed in 100 ^il of 250 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.7). The mixture was 
heated to 9 5 ^ 0 for 5 min and slowly cooled down to room temperature and 
then 40C over a period of several hours. The annealed l inkers formed one 
blunt and one sticky end. 
2.2.5.1.3 PCR amplification: 
~». 
The l inker-l igated D N A was ampli f ied w i th 5 pmole of longer linker 
primer, in a reaction volume of 22 p.1 containing l x Taq polymerase buffer 
[20 m M Tris-HCl (pH 8.4), 50 m M KC1], 2 m M MgCl2 and 5 pmole of the 
second primer. The mixture was covered wi th a layer of mineral oi l . Ini t ia l 
denaturation was performed at 9 5 ^ 0 for 3 min. Afterwards, the temperature 
was maintained at 85^0 and during which, 3 | i l of solution containing 1.25 
units Taq polymerase and 0.83 m M of each dNTP was added. Then, thirty 
cycles of PCR was carried out wi th each cycle consisting of 1 min at 95^C, 1 
min at annealing temperature and 1 min at 12^C. Cyc l ing was concluded 
wi th a f inal extension at 12^C for 15 min, fo l low ing by a maintaining 
temperature at 4^0. 
The PCR product was further ampl i f ied by adding 1 ^i 1 of 50 fold 
diluted amplif ied products to 21 ^i l PCR reaction solution [ l x Taq buffer, 2 
m M MgCl2, 5 pmole of the th i rd primer and 5 pmole o f longer l inker 
primer] and the PCR was performed under the same conditions mentioned 
above. But, the annealing temperature was adjusted according to the 
primers used. 
2.2.5.1.4 Labelling of LMPCR product: 
The different sized ampli f ied products were visualised by using a 5’ 
labelled primer. The fourth primer was end-labelled wi th 32p_ATP isotope 
by the fo l lowing procedure: {For each LMPCR, 5 pmole of the primer was 
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incubated wi th 0.5 ^1 [y ^2 p ] ATP ( -110 TBq/mmol, -3000 Ci/mmol) in 2 ^il 
solution containing labelling buffer [7 m M Tris-HCl (pH 7.6)，1 m M M g C l 2 & 
0.5 m M DTT] , and 2 units T4 polynucleotide kinase at 37^C for 30 min}. After 
heat inactivation of the T4 kinase at TO^C for 10 min, the labelled primer 
was mixed with 22 \il PCR reaction solution containing 1 | i l of 50 fold diluted 
ampl i f ied product in last PCR reaction step (section 2.2.5.1.3), l x Taq 
buffer, 2 m M M g C l 2 and 5 pmol of longer l inker primer. Then, the same 
procedures for PCR ampl i f i ca t ion as mentioned previously at section 
2.2.5.1.3 were performed. The annealing temperature was adjusted for the 
pr imers. The label led products were v isual ised by acry lamide gel 
electrophoresis and autoradiography. 
In some experiments, i f the LMPCR products were detected by 
*v 
Southem blotting, the fourth primer was not labelled. 
2.2.6 Marker preparation 
32p-labelled M 1 3 m p l 8 phage vector sequence was used as a size 
marker in the fo l low ing gel electrophoresis. Single-stranded D N A f rom 
the M13mpl8 phage was used as the template for Sanger dideoxynucleotide 
sequencing using a ^ ^sequencing k i t (Pharmacia) according to the 
m a n u f a c t u r e r ' s r e c o m m e n d e d p r o t o c o l . U n i v e r s a l p r i m e r ( -
20) [5 'GATAAAACGACGGCCAGT 3，] from the ki t was used for the sequencing 
reaction. 32p_dCTP isotope was used in the labelling reaction. 
Ten | ig o f single-stranded D N A template, 2 ^1 of 0.8 |xM 
universal primer and 2 p.1 annealing buffer were first mixed and heated at 
60OC for 10 min and then allowed to cool slowly at room temperature. After 
approximately 30 min, the mixture was br ie f ly centrifuged. Three ^il 
labelling Mix-dCTP, 1 ^il [a^^-p] dCTP (-110 TBq/mmol, -3000 Ci/mmol), and 2 
^il diluted T7 D N A polymerase were added to the 14 ^il annealed DNA 
mixture. The mixture was incubated at room temperature for 5 min and 
then, 4.5 ^il of which was subsequently aliquoted to each of three tubes 
containing 2.5 ^il of either G, A or C termination mix. The T termination 
mix was deliberately missed. The contents were then mixed and incubated 
at 370C for 5 min. The reactions were purif ied by QIAEX I I k i t (Qiagen). 
Afterwards, the purif ied G, A and C labelled products were suspended in TE 
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buffer, p H 8.0 and mixed together before loading to gel for electrophoresis. 
Salt concentration o f the labelled maker was adjusted w i th 10x Taq buffer 
a n d M g C l 2 • 
2.2.7 Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
2.2.7.1 Reagents: 
30% AcrylamideynBis-acrylamide solution 
per 100 ml 
Acrylamide 29 g 
N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide 1 g 
Tri>^-Rnrate-EDTA biiffer (5x TBE) 
per litre 二 
Tris base 54 g 
Boric acid 27.5 g 
0.5M EDTA (pH8.0) 20 ml 
Denaturing acrylamide gel solution (6%) 
per 60 ml 
Urea 25.2 g 
30% Acrylamide/Bis-acrylamide 12 ml 
5x TBEbuffer 12 ml 
Oel _ i n g buffer 
Foraiamide 98% 
EDTA (pH 8.0) 10 m M 
Xylene cyanole 0.025% 
Bromphenol blue, 0.025% 
Fixer 
Methanol 10% 
Acetic acid 10% 
2.2.7.2 Procedure: 
The 32p_ iabe l led a m p l i f i e d p roduc ts were ana lysed by 
electrophoresis. The acrylamide gel was set up wi th a sequencing gel set-
up apparatus (BioRad). F i rs t ly , two glass plates of the apparatus were 
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cleaned and one plate was sil iconized. The plates were then assembled with 
a pair of 0.4 mm v iny l side spacers aligned at the edges of the plates. Then, 
a 6% acrylamide gel was prepared wi th 60 ml of the denaturing acrylamide 
gel solution. Before pouring the gel, 3 ml of gel solution being mixed with 
9 f i l of TEMED and 9 ^il 25% ammonium persulfate was used to seal the 
bot tom of the plates. Af terwards, 72 ^ i l o f TEMED and 72 ^ 1 of 25% 
ammonium persulfate were added into the remained gel solut ion and then 
the gel was pour immediately. Once the solution approached the top of the 
plate, a f la t - tooth combs was careful ly inserted into the gel. The plates 
were then la id on a f lat surface to allow polymerizat ion of the gel. After 
the gel was po lymer ized, the comb was removed. The glass plates 
conta in ing the po lymer ized gel were then secured to the sequencing 
apparatus. Upper and lower parts o f the plates were f i l l ed w i th l x TBE 
buffer . The wel ls in the gel were rinsed w i th the buf fer before being 
loaded with samples. 
Before loading the samples, 5^i l each of the PCR products and M13 
sequence marker was mixed w i th 3 ^ i l o f sequencing gel- loading buffer. 
The mixtures were then heat denatured at 80°C for 5 min and loaded 
immediately. The electrophoresis ran at a constant power o f 65 W unt i l the 
fast dye ran out. After electrophoresis, the gel was removed f rom the glass 
plate and then f ixed in the f ixer for 15 min. Then, the gel was transferred 
onto a 3 M M Whatmann paper and dried at 80^>C for 2 hours in vacuum gel 
dryer (Bio-Rad) before autoradiography for ovemight at -72°C. 
2.2.8 Southern blot hybridization 
2.2.8.1 Reagents: 
、 
Denhardt's solution (50x) 
per 500 ml 
Ficoll 5 g 
Polyviinylpyrollidone 5 g 
BSA 5 g 
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5;aline, 5;ndhiTTi citrate r2Qx SSO 
per litre 
NaCl 175.5 g 
Na citrate 88.3 g 
PrehvhridizatioTi/ Hvhridization solution 
SSC 6x 
SDS (Sodium dodecylsulfate) 0,5% 
EDTA 10 m M 
Denhardt's solution 5 x 
Salmon sperm DNA 100 ^i g/ml 
2.2.8.2 DNA blotting: 
•*3-
Before D N A blott ing, the LMPCR products were separated on a 2% 
agarose gel. X Hind I I I & 中 174 D N A were used as the size marker. After 
electrophoresis, photography taken was necessary. Af terwards, the D N A 
was denatured by immersing the gel in 1.5M NaCl, 0.5M NaOH for 45 min. 
After a brief wash in ddH2 0, the gel was treated with 0.2M HC1 for 10 min 
and neutralized wi th 0.5M Tr is-HCl (pH7.4) and 3M NaCl for 30 min twice. 
The D N A was then transferred to a nylon membrane in 20x SSC (Sambrook 
et al., 1989). After transfer, the nylon membrane was exposed to U V for 3 
min and then dried at 80^C in oven for 1 hr. 
2.2.8.3 Preparation of ^^p-iabelling DNA probe: 
A PCR product, specific for VK 0 x 1 gene, was made by using a pair of 
primers: OXPL ( in ladder intron of V K O x l ) and OXPU (in CDR2 region of 
VKOxl) . A V K O x l - J K 5 gene cloned in PUC18 plasmid was used as template. 
Thirty cycles of PCR was performed at 95^C ( l m i n ) , annealing temperature 
( lm in ) and 12^C ( lmin) . The PCR products were separated on 1.7% agarose 
gel and puri f ied by QIAEX I I k i t (Qiagen). This gel-puri f ied PCR product 
was used as template to make single-stranded hybridization probe. 
The PCR product was then labelled by a rediprime DNA labell ing kit. 
To start with, 25 ng DNA diluted in 45 ^1 ddH2O was heated to 95^C for 10 min, 
cooled down at room temperature and then added to the labell ing mixture 
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suppl ied f rom the k i t . A f te r m ix ing by gently f l i ck ing , 5 ^1 y 32p_dCTP was 
added. The react ion m ix tu re was then incubated at 3 7 ° C for 10 min. 
A f t e r w a r d s , the l a b e l l e d D N A f r a g m e n t s we re separa ted f r o m 
unincorporated free nucleotides by passing through a Sephadex G-50 spin 
column. 
2.2.8.4 Prehybridization and Hybridization: 
Prehybr id iza t ion was carr ied out in a rotat ing glass cy l inder w i t h 
10 m l p r e h y b r i d i z a t i o n s o l u t i o n at 65^ C fo r 2 hr . Then , the 
prehybr id iza t ion so lu t ion was removed and 10 m l hyb r i d i za t i on solut ion 
w i t h the radioact ive label led probe was added into the glass cy l inder, and 
hybridized at 68^0 overnight. 二 
Af te r hybr id izat ion, the ny lon membrane was washed w i t h 3x SSC, 
0.1% SDS for 15 min, twice at 65。(：，O.lx SSC, 0.1% SDS at 6 5 ^ 0 for 15 min and 
exposed to X-ray f i lm for 1 day without drying. 
、 
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2.2.9 Simplified protocol for the first generation of LMPCR 
Genomic DNA 
(test sample) (+ve control) 
EcoR\ ~">1 |< EcoR\ &Psfl 
Y Y 
Enzyme cutting 
^ first primer 
Y 
First primer extension 
^ Linker 
i ： _ 
Ligation 
^ — second primer 
& linker primer 
* 
PCR amplification 
^ third primer 
V & linker primer 
Further PCR amplification 
unlabeled primer ~ > <^Jabeled primer 
&linkerprimer 、( 、( &linkerprimer 
Further PCR for blotting Labeled primer PCR 
I I 
Agarosegel e l e c t r o p h o r e s i s ~ “Po lyac ry lamidege l 
electrophoresis 
^ 、 
Southern blotting X-ray film exposure 
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2.3 Method (second generation of LMPCR) 
2.3.1 Excess linker removal or destruction 
In 20 LMPCR, three protocols including exonuclease I I I treatment, 
Chroma Spin treatment and mung-bean nuclease treatment were employed 
to remove the excess unbound linker oligos. 
2.3.1.1 Exonuclease III treatment 
For exonuclease I I I treatment, the precipitated D N A after l igation 
step (section 2.2.5.1.2) was digested with 747 units exonuclease I I I in 20 ^il 
l x reaction buffer at 23^C for 30 min. After incubation, the enzyme was 
i nac t i va ted at TO^C for 20 min. A f te rwards , :the D N A was 
phenol /ch loroform extracted, ethanol precipi tated and then resuspended 
in 10 ul ddH2O. 
2.3.1.2 Mung Bean nuclease Treatment 
Before mung bean nuclease treatment, an addit ion round of PCR 
extension wi th the first primer was carried out on the l inker-l igated DNA 
(fol lowing section 2.2.5.1.2). This additional extension step was carried out 
as the same as section 2.2.5.1.1. Af ter pr imer extension, D N A was 
phenol/chloroform extracted and then ethanol reprecipitated. Afterwards, 
the DNA was digested w i th 50 units Mung-bean nuclease in 20 ^il l x 
reaction buffer at 37^C for 60 min. After incubation, the enzyme was 
removed by phenol /chloroform extraction. The D N A was then ethanol 
precipitated and was resuspended in 10 ul ddH2O. 
2.3<1.3 Chroma Spin Treatment 
Chroma spin treatment was performed fo l lowing the l igat ion step 
wi thout phenol /chloroform extract ion and ethanol precipi tat ion. Chroma 
Spin-1000 Columns were used according to the manufacturer 's 
recommended protocol. Before using the columns, gel matr ix inside the 
column was resuspended by invert ing the column for several times. The 
storage buffer inside the column was then removed by centrifugation at 
700x g for 5 min. Afterwards, the ligated DNA solution which volume was 
made up to 100 ^il with ddH2O was slowly applied to the centre of the flat 
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surface of the gel bed and then span the column for 5 min at 700x g. The 
pu r i f i ed D N A i n the co l l ec t i on tube was ethanol prec ip i ta ted and 
resuspended in 10 ul ddH2O. 
2.3.2 Hind III digestion after LMPCR 
After second generation o f LMPCR, the 32p_iabelled products were 
pur i f ied by Q I A E X I I k i t and each D N A product was suspended into 10 ^il 
ddH2O of two aliquots. Both aliquots were then mixed with 20^il of l x Hindlll 
restr ict ion buf fer respectively. To one al iquot, 20 units HindlU enzyme 
was added. Then, both aliquots were incubated at 37^C for 1 hr, fol lowed by 
2 hr at 50°C wi th 2p,l o f 20mg/ml proteinase K for digesting the enzyme 
protein. Afterwards, the D N A samples (both Hindlll enzyme digested and 
〜 
undigested) were separated by po lyacry lamide gel electrophoresis as 
described in section 2.2.7. 
2.3.3 DNA sequencing 
2.3.3.1 Cloning of amplified sequences to M13mpl9 Plasmid 
For c loning the LMPCR products, unlabelled primers were used in 
the last round of PCR reaction. Af ter ampli f icat ion, the LMPCR products 
were pur i f ied by Q IAZE I I k i t and then treated wi th BamBl and HindlU 
enzymes in 25 ^il l x reaction buffer at 37^C for 3 hr, fol lowed by 5 min at 
65^C to inactivate the enzyme. Af te r enzyme cutt ing, the fragments were 
ligated into the BamUl and Hind I I I cut M13mp l9 vector using 3:1 molar 
excess of insert at l 4^C overnight in a 20 | i l reaction mix containing 1 unit 
T4 ligase and l x l igation buffer. Af ter l igation, the whole l igat ion mix was 
transformed into 200、^U freshly prepared CaCl2 treated competent TG1 cells. 
After mix ing, they were kept in ice for 45 min and then heat shocked at 
42 0C for 90 s. Afterwards, the cells were kept in ice again. Then, the 
transformed cells were mixed wi th 3 ml molten top agar, 0.4 ml overnight 
TG1 culture, 20 ^il of 2% isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside ( IPTG) and 40 
|xl of 2.5% blue-gal in a 5 ml culture tube. The contents were poured onto a 
LB plate, allowed to solidify and then incubated at 37^C ovemight. 
The c Q l o u r l e s s plaques observed on the top agar of the plate were 
regarded as recombinant clones. Then, they were picked and streaked on a 
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fresh L B plate to generate plaques again. Separated plaques were used for 
screening by plaque hybridization. 
2.3.3.2 Plaque hybridization 
The separated plaques were transferred onto H y b o n d - N ny lon 
membrane by placing the membrane on the top of the agar and lef t for 3 
min. The membrane was removed carefu l ly and then air dr ied. The 
bacter ial D N A on the ny lon membrane was denatured by soaking the 
membrane in 0 .5M NaOH for 3 m in w i th one change o f the solution. 
Afterwards, the membrane was treated wi th 1 M Tr is-HCl (pH 7.4) for 5 min 
in twice and then 1.5 M NaCl/0.5 M Tr is-HCl (pH 7.4) for 5 min in twice. 
Af ter treatment, the membrane was air-dried for 30 min. Afterwards, the 
〜 
membrane was f ixed by U V i l luminat ion for 3 min and then dried at SO^C at 
oven for 1 hr. 
For plaque hybr id izat ion, the nylon membranes were prehybridized 
for 2 hr at 65^C in prehybr id izat ion solut ion (section 2.2.8.1) and then 
were hybr idized overnight at 55^C wi th a ^2p_iabelled oligo probe, 0 X F W 1 
wh ich sequence was l isted in Table I . The membrane was then washed 
with 6x SSC at 55^C for 5 min, 6x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 5 min, twice at 55^C and 
l x SSC, 0.1% SDS at room temperature for 20 m i n and then 
autoradiographed. 
2.3.3.3 Preparation of single-stranded templates 
The plaques w h i c h showed p o s i t i v e resul ts f r o m plaque 
hybr id izat ion were picked and grown in 1.5 ml L B medium in a 6-ml 
culture tube containing an overnight TG1 culture in a 1:100 di lut ion. The 
cultures were incubated by shaking at 37°C for 5 hr. Then, the culture 
were transferred to a 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 13000 rpm 
for 10 min. The supernatants containing M13 phages was transferred to 
another eppendorf tube, to each of which, 200 ^il of 20% PEG-6000/2.5M 
NaCl solution was added and mixed. After standing at room temperature for 
at least 15 min, the mixtures were spun at 13000 rpm for 5 min. The 
supernatants were removed and the phage pellets was resuspended in 100 
^1 TE buffer each. The phage D N A was extracted by phenol and then 
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pheno l / ch l o ro fo rm . The ext rac ted s ing le-s t randed D N A was ethanol 
precipitated and then suspended in 30 | i l ddH2O. The D N A was then used for 
sequencing. 
2.3.3.4 Sanger dideoxy sequencing of single-stranded DNA 
The D N A sequences were determined by using a Sequenase 2.0 
sequenc ing k i t ( U S B ) . The procedures were acco rd ing to the 
manufac turer 's recommended p ro toco l . The S^^-dATP label led D N A 
fragments were separated by 6% polyacry lamide gel electrophoresis as 




2.3.4 Simplified protocol for second generation of LMPCR 
Genomic DNA 
(test sample) (+ve control) 
y<~Pst\ 
Enzyme cutting 
<——First primer — > 
V V _ 
First primer extension 
k First < OXUH/OXUL 
Additional ^ primer 、f 
primer extension 乂 
^ ^ Ligation 
I i _ _ Y 
Mung bean nuclease Chroma spin Exonuclease III 
treatment treatment treatment 
i r 
^ second primer 
& common primer (OXP) 
t 
PCR amplification 
^ third primer & 
y f common primer (OXP) 
Further PCR amplification 
unlabeled primer with 一 " > J j labeled primer & 
Bam HI site & OXP V Y common primer (OXP) 
Further PCR for M13cloning Labeled primer PCR 
、梦 Sa^HI .&H/hd l l l ^ Hindlll 
Enzyme cutting Enzyme cutting 
I L 
Ml3cloning Polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis 
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Chapter 3 First generation of LMPCR 
3.1 General design 
3.1.1 LMPCR Protocol and its modification 
I n the present study, LMPCR techniques were used to determine 
whether D N A strand breaks occur in rearranged VKOxl-JK5 ant i-phOx l ight 
chain gene dur ing somatic hypermutat ion. The gene sequence is described in 
f ig 2. The L M P C R protocol or ig inal ly published was designed to detect in vivo 
footpr int ing o f a part icular gene region (Muel ler & Wold，1989) . I t was later 
modi f ied for the study o f D N A repair in genes such as p53 (Tornalett i & 
Pfeifer, 1994)，rearrangements Ig (Roth et al., 1993) and T cel l receptor genes 
(Tsuruta et al., 1993) wh ich invo lve strand breakage. The present work is a 
new approach to use this method to study the possible involvement o f strand 
breaks dur ing hypermutat ion. However , there are potent ia l d i f f i cu l t i es in 
applying this technique to the present work. First, there are hundreds of VK 
gene segments in every nucleated cells, B cel l etc, thus, cross-hybridizat ion 
o f the L M P C R primers to those homologous gene segments occurs easily. 
Second, the random nature o f Ig gene rearrangement together w i t h 
imprecise jo in ing and N addit ion results in only a small number o f B cells 
which possess a rearranged gene w i th a specif ic V， J and jo in ing sequence 
(e.g. the anti-phOx VKOxl-JK5). Thus, the chance of f ind ing a hypermutating 
cel l f rom that small number o f B cells would be more remote. However, the 
number o f hypermuta t ing cel ls appears to increase af ter the c lona l 
p ro l i f e ra t i on by ant igen-spec i f ic s t imu la t ion ( K l i n m a n , 1972). For easy 
est imation of the m in imum number o f hypermutat ing cells w i t h a specif ic 
VKOxl-JK5 jo in ing in a f ixed amount of spleen genomic D N A , three conditions 
are inc luded in the calculat ion. They include: a) Accord ing to Gonzalez-
Fernandez (1993)，only about 1% of the spleen cells in an unimmunized mouse 
are PNAhiCD45R+ GC B cells, and they are undergoing hypermutation; b) the 
chance o f f i nd ing a hypermutat ing B cel l carry ing the speci f ical ly jo ined 
VKOxl- jK5 is not higher than 1 in 1250, given that there are 250 V x and 5 JK 
segments in B A L B / c mouse genome, the rearrangement is random (and 
v a r i a t i o n s c r e a t e d a t t h e j o i n t a r e n o t c o n s i d e r e d ) ; a n d c ) t h e f a c t o r o f c l o n a l 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































hypermuta t ing V K O x l - J K 5 B cells in 2^ig of splenic D N A is estimated. Two 
micrograms of D N A is the starting amount used in each L M P C R during the 
present work. This amount is equivalent to the D N A content of 3 x 10^ cells. 
Thus, L M P C R is used to detect strand break in 1 gene per 1.5 x 10^ diploid 
genomes. 
The present LMPCR protocol should also include steps that are capable 
o f d is t ingu ish ing V K O x l - j K 5 f r o m al l other rearranged or unrearranged 
homologous VK gene segments. Two modi f icat ions o f the or ig ina l LMPCR 
protocol were therefore made to meet these requirements. First , to increase 
annealing speci f ic i ty in the f i rs t step o f pr imer extension ( for generating 
b lunt end at the strand break pos i t ion) , h igh annealing and extension 
temperatures were used. Sequenase was replaced by a thermophi l ic D N A 
polymerase w i t h proof- reading act iv i ty , Pwo D N A polymerase. Second, to 
increase the selectivity for VK 0x1 , the only one round of PCR in the original 
published protocol was replaced by three consecutive rounds o f semi-nested 
PCR, each targeting specif ic sites in the gene segment. For the specific 
purpose of selecting the VK 0 x 1 rearranged to JK5, the ol igo used in the first 
primer extension step (OXP l ) is placed in the Jx:5. The fo l lowing round of PCR 
employed a nested pr imer wh i ch is also in the 1x5 (OXP2). Selective 
ampl i f icat ion of the VicOxl-JK5 strand break product was then performed in 
the two subsequent semi-nested PCR using a primer in FR3 of VKOx l (OXP3), 
and then one which spans the junct ion of FR2 and CDR2 (OXP5). The latter 
completely matches wi th the V K O x l and one related gene (R9) only, but not to 
the rest of published VK 0 x 1 fami ly members. I t is noted that this particular 
strategy could be applied to the sense strand only. In the case o f the opposite 
strand, as the series of gene-specific primers used had to anneal to the 5， 
region of the VK 0 x 1 , selective ampl i f icat ion o f rearranged V K O x l was not 
possible. 
3.1.2 Oligonucleotide design 
Two sets of ol igonucleot ides were designed to study the possible 
presence of strand breaks in both strands of the V K O x l gene. The sequences of 
these ol igonucleot ides wh ich act as primers and l inkers in the present 
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of L M P C R analysis o f antisense strand in 
VKOx l - jK5 gene. 
o x p « ^ oxP3 n 
， ~ ^ 
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^ ^ — • ™ y DNA 
u L L FR1 ^ CDR1 Substrate 
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，f break —— 
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modified LMPCR protocol were shown in Table 1. 
To detect breaks in the sense strand, a total of 6 oligos were involved. 
Two complementary ol igos o f d i f ferent length ( O X L U / O X L L ) were designed to 
fo rm a double-stranded l inker w i th only one blunt end. This was to ensure a 
unidirect ional l igat ion to the putative break end o f the V k O x l D N A made blunt 
by a prev ious step o f gene-speci f ic p r imer extension. The longer o l igo 
( O X L U ) , wh ich is a 24-mer also acted as the common pr imer for al l the 
subsequent PCR. Its sequence was selected f r om a database o f computer-
generated random sequences. The cr i te r ia for the select ion are: 1) the 
sequence is not l i ke l y to g ive rise to secondary structure; and 2) the 11 
nucleotides at the 3，end, which is the region to fo rm duplex w i th the shorter 
11-mer o l igo ( O X L L ) for l igat ion, should y ie ld a dissociat ion temperature of 
between 3 2 - 3 4 ^ 0 . This temperature is adequate to provide stable annealing 
between the two ol igos at l i ga t ion cond i t ion but should a l low complete 
d issoc ia t ion du r ing subsequent rounds o f PCR. I n add i t ion , to prevent 
extension of the shorter ol igo ( O X L L ) , its 3，end was blocked by incorporation 
of a cordycepin CPG. The rest o f the 4 oligos were gene specific and were used 
sequential ly f r o m the f i rs t pr imer extension step to the f o l l ow ing 3 semi-
nested PCR, w i th their positions moving orderly f rom Jic5 inward to the FR2 of 
V K O x l . The annealing sites of these primers are described in Section 3.1.1 and 
the strategy was out l ined in f i g 3. The pr imer design was based on the 
hypothesis that the putat ive breakpoint was most l i ke ly in the leader intron, 
and possibly w i th in or around the sequence of T6CT5CT4, previously postulated 
as the 5，boundary of hypermutat ion o f V K O x l (Rada, et al., 1994). The f inal 
LMPCR product, i f any, was then expected to be around 230 nucleotide long, a 
convenient size for good resolution in polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
、 
For detect ion o f breaks i n the antisense strand, another set of 6 
o l igonuc leot ides was invo lved and the strategy out l ined in f i g 4. Two 
complementary ol igos of di f ferent length, O X P A L L (32-mer) and OXPALS (11-
mer), were designed to fo rm a double-stranded l inker w i th only one blunt 
end. L ikewise the sense strand, this was to ensure a undirectional l igat ion to 
the putative break end of the V K O x l D N A made blunt by a previous step of 
gene-specific primer extension. Their sequence design was based on the same 
criteria as for the l inker in sense strand study. The shorter ol igo, OXPALS, also 
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contained a 3，cordycepin CPG to prevent its extension. However, the long 
oiigo, OXPALL, itself was not to be used as PCR primer. A 21-mer oligo, OXPALP, 
which is the 5，part of OXPALL was used instead. The use of OXPALP primer was 
to reduce the possibi l i ty o f non-specific binding to the vast background of 
irrelevant D N A . Here, three oligos were used as gene-specific primers. They 
were used sequential ly f rom the f i rs t pr imer extension step to the two 
consecutive semi-nested PCR, wi th their positions moving orderly f rom the 5， 
untranslated region (0XPA1) , to the translational start site (OXPA2) and finally 
to the leader intron of V k O x l (OXPA3). The last primer was placed around 40 
nucleotides upstream of the sequence mot i f of T6CT5CT4, the 5，boundary of 
hypermutat ion. Th is design was also based on the poss ib i l i t y that 
hypermutat ion might start there. Two semi-nested PCR rounds instead of 
three were initially used for this antisense strand study. 
^ -
3.1.3 Experimental Design 
A total of twenty-two BALB/c mice, all around 1 to 2 months old, were 
used in this study, These mice were divided into four groups. The first group 
of mice (n=5) were unimmunized. The second group of mice (n=5) were 
immunized once w i th phOx-CSA and k i l led 7 days afterward. For the third 
group (n=5), the mice were immunized twice. One of them was ki l led 3 days 
later, two 5 days, and two 7 days later. Spleens were harvested from all the 
above mice at the time of sacrifice. D N A was extracted f rom the spleens for 
LMPCR studies. For the fourth group of mice (n=7), Peyer's patches (PP), 
instead of spleens, were col lected for D N A extracted. These mice were 
un immunized. B lood samples were also obtained f r o m the mice at 
j^edetermined intervals for measuring anti-phOx IgG level by ELISA. 
> 
In this study, rearranged V K O x l - J K 5 genomic DNA from sources known 
not to have active hypermutation were included as negative controls. Two 
anti-phOx I g G l secreting hybridoma cell lines, NQ2.12.4 and NQ5.4.3, were used 
for this purpose. As a technical control for the sensitivity of the LMPCR 
protocol, aliquots of DNA samples were subjected to digestion with Pst\ which 
cut at the junction between FR1 and CDR1 of VKOx l . This would yield a LMPCR 
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3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Anti-phOx Ig level in normal and immunized mice 
The serum ant i -phOx IgG level in both un immunized and immunized 
mice was measured by E L I S A before and after each immunizat ion. Results are 
shown in f ig . 5. Before immunizat ion, the mice showed v i r tua l ly undetectable 
IgG level against phOx (O.D.=0.024±0.019，n=14) . Seven days after pr imary 
immunizat ion, ant i -phOx antibodies were detected (O.D.=0.481±0,362，n=9). The 
ant ibody leve l rose fur ther when measured at day 28 pos t - immuniza t ion 
( O .D . = 1.015±0.21，n=4). However, on day 35 a small decline in antibody levels 
was detected (O .D .=0 .952±0 .2，n=4 ) . As expected, secondary immunizat ion 
resulted in a sharp rise in antibody levels (O.D.=1.482±0.114，n=4). The spleens 
or PP of these mice were used for LMPCR studies. ^ 
^¾-
3.2.2 LMPCR analysis of the sense strand of VkOxl 
3.2.2.1 Overall patterns of LMPCR signals 
LMPCR of D N A obtained f rom the hybridoma lines, NQ2.12.4 and NQ5.4.3, 
always yielded a ladder smear (f ig. 6 & 7). Pretreatment of the D N A wi th Pstl 
digestion however resolved the smear into one major band w i th the expected 
size of 113 nucleotides long (i.e. due to the presence of a Pstl site between FR1 
and CDR1). This major band was often accompanied by a band about ten 
nucleot ides smaller. This unexpected band possib ly came f r o m the "star 
act iv i ty" o f the Pstl rest r ic t ion enzyme. Pstl pretreatment o f D N A samples 
f rom the mice spleens and PP also yielded the same major band (f ig. 6, 7，8 & 
9). D N A sequencing o f such L M P C R product conf i rmed the ident i ty of the 
signal as V i cOx l w i th strand break at the Pstl site (f ig. 10). In contrast to the 
appearance of a smear w i th hybr idoma D N A , the spleen and PP D N A samples 
yielded either distinct bands or no signal at all (fig. 6，7，8 & 9). 
3.2.2.2 Southern hybridization 
As a f i rst step to conf i rm that the LMPCR signals were derived f rom 
V K O x l , unlabel led PCR pr imer was used in the last ampl i f icat ion step. The 
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Fig. 5 Anti-phOx IgG level of the mice. The (• ) , ( • ) and ( • ) 
denoted three different groups of mice respectively. 
Standard deviations were given. 
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Fig. 6 LMPCR of sense strand from normal mice 
splenic DNA. S denoted the detected signal 
band. Lane 1-5, five individual mice. Lane 7, 
NQ2.4.3. Lane 8, NQ5.4.3. Positive control: 
Lane 6，one normal mouse (PstI). Lane 9, 
NQ5.4.3 (PstI). M, 1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 7 LMPCR of sense strand f rom primary 
immunized mice splenic DNA. Lane 2-6, five 
individual mice. Lane 8，NQ5.4.3. Positive 
control: Lane 1 & 7，two individual mice 
{Pstl). Lane 9，NQ2.4.3 (Pstl). M，1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 8 LMPCR of sense strand from secondary immunized mice 
splenic DNA. S denoted the detected signal band. Lane 6-
10，five individual mice. Positive control: Lane 1-5，five 
individual mice (Pstl), M, 1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 9 LMPCR of sense strand form normal mice 
Peyer，s patch DNA. S denoted the detected 
signal band. Lane 7-13，seven individual mice 
(PPi-PP7). Lane 1-6, Pstl cut positvie control 
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Fig. 10 DNA sequencing of a LMPCR product of sense 
strand from a individual normal mouse 
splenic DNA digested with Pstl. Sequence of 
the V K O x l gene sense strand from the end of 
the OXP5 primer (in FR2) to the Pstl site (in 
CDR1) and the sequence of the OXLU linker 
primer were shown. 
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products were run on an agarose gel, f o l l owed by Southern b lo t t ing and 
hybr id iza t ion w i t h a radio label led probe. The probe was generated by PCR 
ampl i f icat ion o f a 341-bp region containing most o f the leader intron and the 
coding region f rom FR1 to the 3，end o f CDR2 plus seven bp of the FR3 of 
V K O x l . The resul t i n F ig . 11 demonstrates that the probe successful ly 
hybridized to the products generated by LMPCR. 
3.2.2.3 Distribution of signals 
From the size of the L M P C R products, posit ions o f the strand breaks 
were tentat ively determined. For the splenic D N A , a total of 63 strand break 
signals were observed in 23 codon posit ions. No strand breaks were observed 
in region 5，of codon 16. The design of the semi-nested primer, OXP5, in ¥R2 
imposed a 3' l im i t for detection. Thus, codon 44 in FR2 was^ the last 3，codon at 
wh ich strand break events were detected. W i t h i n the 28-codon region f rom 
codon 16 to 4 4， f i v e codons were not found to have strand break. They 
included two antigen-selected mutat ional hotspots, His-34 and Tyr-36. I f the 
incidence o f strand break at a g iven codon posi t ion is represented by an 
index ( I ) , where I equals to the sum o f the percentage of the total number of 
breaks in each exper imental group, o f wh i ch there were three, that had 
occurred in a given codon mul t ip l ied by 100 and divided by the number of the 
groups. Then, the posi t ion w i t h the highest incidence o f strand break was 
Val-30 (I=9.4). This was fol lowed by Val-19 and Gln-37 (I=8.6). Lys-39 and Thr-
42 (I==7.3) were also f requent ly involved. The average index was 3.5. The 
lowest index ( I=1) was at Thr-22. Sl ight ly higher index (I=1.7) was found at 
Gly-16, Met-21 and Met-33 (Table 3). 
D is t r i bu t ion of the strand breaks w i t h i n each experimental group is 
shown in f igure 12. For the unimmunized group, 29 signals were identi f ied. 
Three major break positions, Val-19, Ser-31 and Gln -37，were identif ied. Each 
o f these pos i t ions had four independent occurrences o f strand breaks 
detected. I t is noteworthy that the Ser-31 is in CDR1 and known to be an 
i n t r i n s i c ho tspo t f o r h y p e r m u t a t i o n . For the group w i t h p r i m a r y 
immunizat ion, a total of fourteen signals were collected. Strand break was 









































































































































































































Codon Index (I) 一 Codon Index (I) Codon Index (I) 
~ T z l 6 ~ ~ T e 
17 0 27 4 38 4 
18 0 29 2.4 39 7.3 
19 8.6 30 9.4 40 4.8 
20 2.3 31 4.6 41 2.8 
21 1.7 32 5.2 42 7.4 
22 1.0 33 1.7 43 2.3 
23 0 34 0 44 5.2 
24 2.8 35 4.7 
2 5 |4 1^ [0 
•»v-
Table 3. Strand break index at each codon of the detected 
VKOxl-JK5 gene sense strand. 
Fig. 12 Strand break distribution at the sense strand of 
VKOxl gene. All the data within one group of 
mice were pooled together. "Frequency of 
breaks，，indicated the number of times a break 
occurred at one particular position. N denoted 
the number of mice in the group. 
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wi th secondary immunizat ion, twenty signals were ident i f ied. The two codon 
posit ions w i t h highest incidence o f break detection (n==3) were found in FR2. 
They are Lys-39 and Thr-42. On the other hand, the major sites for strand 
break detect ion in the former two groups, Va l -30 and Ser-31, yielded no 
signal. On ly nine signals were determined f rom the PP o f the unimmunized 
mice. Ser-29 and Val-30 were found having incidence ofbreak respectively. 
3 . 2 . 2 . 4 LMPCR analysis of the VKOxl - jK5 anti-phOx 
transgene 
Transgenic mice that carry six tandem copies of the V K O x l - j K 5 anti-
phOx genes (LK6) were obtained form Dr. C. Mi ls te in of the MRC Laboratory of 
Molecular B io logy in Cambridge, U K . Genomic D N A samples f rom spleens, PP, 
thymus and tails of these transgenic mice were subjected to〜LMPCR (f ig. 13 & 
14). The general pattern o f the results is that al l the transgenic samples gave 
rise to the same strong smear, whether the samples were f rom the spleens or 
P P w h e r e o c c u r r e n c e o f h y p e r m u t a t i o n i s e x p e c t e d o r f r o m t h e t h y m u s o r 
tails where such event is not expected. The same pattern was also observed 
w i th D N A f rom the hybr idoma, NQ2.12.4, used as negative control. On the 
contrary, fa in t band signals were generated using normal B A L B / c mouse 
DNA. The technical control which used PstI to cut those D N A samples resulted 
in the generation of the expected product size. 
3 . 2 . 2 . 5 Effect of the number of cells carrying the VKOxl-jK5 
gene on LMPCR 
In contrast to the D N A f r o m nontransgenic mice wh ich produced 
either no or d is t inc t bands, D N A f r o m both the transgenic mice and 
antioxazolone hybridoma only produced a smear in the LMPCR study. I t is thus 
important to check whether the di f ference was due to the presence of a 
larger amount o f the rearranged V K O x l - J K 5 gene in the genomic D N A 
obtained f r o m those transgenic tissue and hybr idoma than that f rom the 
nontransgenic mice. Thus, the ef fect on the L M P C R pattern o f d i lu t ing the 
VKOxl-JK5 anti-phOx hybridoma, NQ2.12.4, w i th a nonrelated hybridoma, Mab2, 
producing Ab against Trichinella spiralis antigen was examined. From a 
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Fig. 13 LMPCR of sense strand from transgenic mice. Lane 
1-3，splenic DNA. Lane 4-5，Peyer's patch DNA. 
Lane 6-7，thymus DNA. Lane 8，Tail DNA. Lane 9， 
positive control: tail DNA (Pstl). M: 1 bp marker. 
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Hg. 14 LMPCR of sense strand from Normal BALB/c mice 
transgenic mice, normal BALB/c mice and hybridoma. 
S denoted the detected signal band. 
Normal BALB/c mice: Lane 1-2, splenic DNA; 
Transgenic mice: Lane 3 & 6，splenic DNA; Lane 4， 
thymus DNA; Lane 5, tail DNA; 
Hybridoma: Lane 7，NQ2.12.4. 
Positive Control: 
Normal mice splenic D N A (Pstl): Lane 8; 
Transgenic mice splenic D N A (P^rI) Lane 9 & 12; 
Transgenic mice thymus D N A (Pstl) Lane 10; 
Transgenic mice tail DNA (Pstl)', Lane 11 ； 
Hybridoma NQ2.12.4 (Pstl) Lane 13. 
Lane 14，reagent blank. M , 1 bp marker 
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start ing number o f 3xlO^ NQ2.12.4， the cel l number was reduced to 10^ and 
then 10-fold serial ly di luted to 10. The total cel l number was made up to 3xlO^ 
by using Mab2 cells. These cel l mixes were prepared in duplicate, f rom which 
genomic D N A was extracted, and subjected to LMPCR. The result is shown in 
f ig . 15. No signals were detected when the NQ2.12.4 cel l number was between 
10 to 103. A fa int ladder appearance began to show when the cel l number was 
at 104 and that became more intense and turned to a smear as the cel l number 
increased 10- fo ld . D is t inc t bands seen in the nontransgenic spleen and PP 
D N A were not observed in this experiment. 
3.2.3 LMPCR analysis of the antisense strand of VkOxl 
No specif ic signal was generated f rom the splenic D N A samples o f all 
the experimental groups ( f ig . 16). However, same pattern ^wh ich was a smear 
w i th bands near the top o f the polyacrylamide gel were observed w i th all the 
splenic D N A samples and the hybr idoma D N A . Pstl pretreatment o f all the D N A 
wh ich was a technical cont ro l y ie lded an expected size o f 239 nucleotides 
long. 
3.3 Discussion 
The present work is based on the hypothesis that hypermutat ion for at 
least the V K O x l - J K 5 Ig gene results f rom nucleotide excision, starting at a 
sequence T6CT5CT4 located w i t h i n the leader in t ron, f o l l owed by error-prone 
repair . W e fur ther hypothesize that the mechanism that carries out this 
entire process is l inked to t ranscr ipt ion at the molecular level. The appealing 
feature o f this hypothesis is that i t does not on ly addresses d i rect ly the 
molecular mechanism o f the hypermutat ion phenomenon, but its va l id i ty can 
be tested experimental ly. A sensitive L M P C R for detecting D N A strand breaks 
and d ivu lg ing their posit ions is useful technique to test whether nucleotide 
excision does occur in hypermutat ion and, i f so, whether or not i t begins in 
theT6CT5CT4 mot i f . Moreover, by studying each strand separately, any bias to 
a par t icu lar strand fo r the strand break events as imp l i ca ted by the 
involvement of transcription can be observed. 
We chose LMPCR for this study because of the sensit ivity o f this PCR-
based method. M o d i f i c a t i o n o f th is method, h o p e f u l l y detected the 
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Fig. 15 LMPCR of sense strand from different cells ratio of 
NQ2.12.4 and Mab2. Lane 1，10 NQ2 plus 3x10^ Mab2. 
Lane 2，10^ NQ2 plus 3xl05 Mab2. Lane 3，10^ NQ2 
plus 3xl05 Mab2. Lane 4，10^ NQ2 plus 3x10^ Mab2. 
Lane 5, 10^ NQ2 plus 2xl0^ Mab2. Lane 6，3xlO^ NQ2 
only. M, 1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 16 LMPCR of antisense strand from mice splenic 
DNA. Lanes 1-4，four individual secondary 
immunized mice . Lane 6, NQ2.12.4 . 
hybridoma. Lane 7，NQ5.4.3 hybridoma. Lane 
9-13, five individual normal unimmunized 
mice. Lane 15-19, five individual primary 
immunized mice. Positive control: Lane 5, one 
seocndary immunized mouse {Pstl). Lane 8, 
NQ2.12.4 (Pstl). Lane 14，one normal mouse 
(Pstl). Lane 20， one primary immunized 
mouse (Pstl). M: 1 bp marker. 
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h y p e r m u t a t i o n - r e l a t e d D N A s t rand break events i n a w h o l e spleen 
prepara t ion w i t h o u t resor t ing to the elaborate separat ion techniques for 
iso la t ing a speci f ic popu la t ion o f hypermutat ing GC B cel ls. Furthermore, 
L M P C R al lows the study to be carried out on the D N A extracted f rom freshly 
excised spleens and PP immediate ly frozen by l i qu id ni t rogen; this provides 
the best sett ing for captur ing an in vivo ongoing event. The d i f f i cu l t y , 
however, w o u l d be the presence o f a smal l number o f the hypermutat ing 
cells amongst a large populat ion of other cel l types and non-hypermutating B 
cells. This s i tuat ion is compounded by the presence o f a large number of 
homologous Ig var iable gene segments. The or ig ina l L M P C R protocol was 
therefore mod i f i ed to use h igh temperature for the f i rs t pr imer extension 
step to increase the annealing spec i f ic i ty . In addi t ion, one or two more 
r o u n d s o f s e m i - n e s t e d P C R w i t h V K O x l - s p e c i f i c p r i m e r s w e r e a l s o a d d e d to t h e 
•»7-
protocol to further increase the specificity and sensitivity of the method. 
L M P C R experiments were performed for both the sense and antisense 
strands, using D N A harvested f rom the spleens or PP o f immunized and 
unimmunized mice, as wel l as f rom the VKOxl - jK5 u t i l i z ing hybr idoma lines. 
The results reveal a clear dif ference that distinguishes the sense strand of the 
mouse spleen and PP D N A f r om the rest. Strong and discrete bands were 
generated only f rom the sense strand o f the D N A harvested f rom the mice. 
Antisense strand of both the mice and hybr idoma D N A , on the contrary, 
yielded an identical smear w i th bands common between the two D N A sources. 
Sense strand o f the hybr idoma D N A yielded a ladder smear w i th no distinct 
bands. As all the above D N A samples when pretreated w i th Pstl, which cuts at 
the junct ion between the FR1 and CDR1 regions of the V K O x l gene segment, 
could give rise to a dist inct band of predicted size characteristics to each of 
the two strands in LMPCR, difference in the quali ty of the D N A preparations, 
which must exist to some extent, cannot be the cause of the difference in the 
above L M P C R results that h igh l igh t the sense strand o f the mouse D N A . 
A n o t h e r p o s s i b i l i t y w h i c h i s at p r e s e n t h a r d t o r u l e o u t i s t h a t t h e d i f f e r e n t 
results shown by the sense and antisense strands of the mouse D N A could be 
due to a difference in sensit ivity of the LMPCR technique on the two strands. 
The reasons are as fo l lows: 1) wh i le three rounds of semi-nested PCR were 
per formed for the sense strand, on ly two rounds were invo lved for the 
antisense strand; and 2) un l ike the L M P C R of sense strand, the antisense 
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strand o f the rearranged V K O x l - J K 5 cannot be selectively ampl i f ied. Al though 
the ar t i f ic ia l break on both strands cut by Pstl were equal ly detectable, that 
does not mean that the L M P C R technique is suf f ic ient ly sensitive to detect the 
hypermutation-related breaks, i f any, on the antisense strand, as unl ike the 
hypermutation-related breaks, the antisense strand o f a l l the V K O x l gene 
segments digested by Pstl, regardless whether or not they are rearranged or 
in B cells, are available for l inker l igat ion and subsequent ampl i f icat ion. I t is 
not certain whether the current L M P C R technique is sensit ive enough to 
detect breaks i n the antisense strand, three possibi l i t ies therefore exist: 1) 
breaks occur only on the sense strand; 2) breaks occur on both strands but at 
d i f ferent posit ions; and 3) double-strand breaks. I f the f i rs t possib i l i ty holds, 
then these strand-biased breaks are l i ke ly related to hypermutat ion. On the 
other hand, the last two possibi l i t ies may mean detection of fragmented D N A 
wh ich is l i ke l y resulted f r o m apoptosis, as discrete, strong signals were 
never detected using hybr idoma D N A . On the contrary, l ympho id organs l ike 
the spleens and PP are expected to have apototic cells. 
The appearance of an of ten fa int ladder smear when using hybridoma 
D N A for LMPCR raises another possibi l i ty that the technique could be picking 
up random nicks in the VKOxl-JK5 genes. These nicks could be produced 
dur ing D N A preparation or upon storage. As there are 3x10 copies of such 
genes ( in 2\ig o f hybridoma D N A ) in each LMPCR, occasional nicking of the 
gene should be suff ic ient to produce a pattern of smear. I t therefore fo l lows 
that the discrete bands observed in the LMPCR of the spleen and PP D N A can 
also be the result o f such random nicks; the only difference is that there are 
far less VicOxl-JK5 genes in such whole tissue D N A preparations, and so instead 
of a ladder smear, discrete bands were seen. Simi lar ly, genomic D N A obtained 
f rom transgenic mice carrying six tandem copies o f VKOxl - jK5 gene in every 
cel l wou ld be more than expected to produce the ladder smear. LMPCR was 
indeed performed w i t h D N A obtained f rom di f ferent tissues of the transgenic 
mice, wh ich were spleen and PP where hypermutat ion is expected, and 
thymus and ta i l where hypermutat ion is not expected. In al l those samples 
tested, ident ica l patterns o f ladder smear were obtained. Such results 
prompted the need to design an experiment to test whether the above 
reasoning was correct. The hybr idoma cells harbour ing VKOxl-JK5 gene, 
NQ2.12.4, were mixed w i th a populat ion of Mab2 hybridoma, carrying other 
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rearranged immunog lobu l in genes. The proport ion of NQ2.12.4 was serially 
reduced f rom 100% (i.e. pure NQ2.12.4 population) down to 10 cells in 3xlO^ 
Mab2. D N A was extracted f rom the cell mixes, and LMPCR of the sense strand 
was performed. The aim was to test whether in low number o f the VKOxl-JK5 
posit ive cells, the smear pattern wou ld be resolved into discrete bands. The 
results showed that the smear intensi ty dropped as the proport ion of the 
NQ2.12.4 cells decreased. However, in no case were discrete bands observed. 
Xhus, the LMPCR patterns cannot be the results of random nicks in the DNA 
preparations. However, there seems no doubt that the more the amount of the 
VKOxl-JK5 D N A , the more l ike ly is the generation of a smear pattern and the 
more intense is the smear signal. What is then causing this? Wi thout going 
any further into this issue, the conclusion at this stage is that whatever 
causes the ladder smear in the LMPCR of the hybridoma DNA, i t cannot be the 
〜 
same one which causes the intense, discrete bands in that of the sense strand 
of the spleen and PP DNA. 
The next question that naturally arises is: Are the breaks on the sense 
strand of the mouse spleen and PP D N A as indicated by these LMPCR signals 
random? When a stretch of V x 0 x 1 sequence from codon 16 to 44, covering 28 
codons, is analyzed for the frequency of breaks in each codon posit ion using 
the LMPCR data of the sense strand of spleen D N A pooled f rom the three 
exper imenta l groups o f d i f f e ren t immun iza t i on schedules, an uneven 
distr ibut ion of break occurrence is observed. Of all 63 breaks detected, none 
of them are in Glu-17, Lys-18, Cys-23, His-34 and Tyr-36. On the other hand, 
some other positions, such as Val-30, Ser-31, Val-19 and Gln-37, seem to have 
higher incidence of strand break. A calculation is performed below for each 
codon posi t ion to compare the actual number of occurrence of strand break 
wi th the value expected f rom a random event. Assuming each of the 28 codon 
positions has an equal chance of strand break, the probabi l i ty that a break 
would occur to a particular codon posit ion is therefore 1/28. To mult ip ly this 
f igure by 100 (to reduce the decimal points) should give a value of 3.6. Figures 
of this type is henceforth known as an index (I), which in this case is an 
expected value i f the event is random. Any f igure which is s igni f icant ly 
dif ferent f rom this value should indicate that the strand break, or the lack of 
i t , at that particular codon posit ion is not a chance event. The index for the 
actual occurrence of break in each posit ion is calculated as fo l lows: the 
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number of occurrence of strand break at a given posit ion is divided by the 
total number of breaks detected in the whole region of 28 codons in each 
experimental group, of which there are three. The figures obtained f rom the 
three groups are then added together and div ided by three to obtain an 
average, which is then mult ipl ied by 100 to yield an index (I). This calculation 
gives the same value of 3.6 i f the occurrence of break is a random event. The 
calculation is the fo l lowing: I f there is a total number of n breaks found in 
one experimental group, then for a stretch of 28 codons each position should 
have n/28 number of breaks detected i f i t is a chance event. To divide this by 
the total number of breaks, n, the value should once again be 1/28. 
Mul t ip ly ing this f igure wi th 100 yields a previous value of 3.6. This confirms 
the val idi ty of my calculation of the strand break index at each codon position 
for comparison w i th the value expected f rom random occurrence, which is 
^ -
3.6 in this analysis. Using these indices, the in i t ia l impression (by visual 
inspection of the LMPCR data) that Ser-31 had higher incidence of strand 
break cannot be conf i rmed (I=4.6). For the other three posit ions, Val-30 
(1=9.4)，Val-19 (I=8.6) and Gln-37 (1=8.6)，the indices support the earlier 
impression. Two positions, Lys-39 and Thr-42, also demonstrate high index 
(I=7.3). For these f ive positions, only one is in the CDR1, the rest are in the 
framework regions. There are also positions that exhibi t the opposite result, 
namely negative preference for breaks. These positions are Val-16 (1=1.7)， 
Met-21 (1=1.7)，Thr-22 (I=1.0) and Met-33 (I=1.7). In addition, there are no 
breaks detected at the antigen-selected hotspots, His-34 and Tyr-36，at all. For 
all those nine positions, six of them are in FR1, two in CDR1 and one in FR2. 
These data altogether suggest that the strand breaks detected are not the 
result of a random event. 
The next important question is then: are these breaks related to 
hypermutation? First, we predicted that i f the sequence T 6 C T 5 C T 4 located 
wi th in the leader intron was the site f rom which hypermutation would begin, 
i t should be able to detect strand break there. However, our LMPCR 
experiments have never shown breaks near the v ic in i ty of the sequence. 
Instead, breaks were detected wi th in the V gene coding region. As mutational 
hotspots are found to be associated wi th a consensus sequence, R G Y W，w e 
would then expect that the breaks detected by our LMPCR experiments to show 
preference for sites bearing such sequences. But, in fact, only two of the f ive 
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codon posit ions scoring the highest strand break occurrence index (Gln-37 & 
Thr -42) have the consensus sequence. On the other hand, o f the nine 
positions w i th the lowest score (i.e. w i th incidence of strand break which is 
much lower than i t would have been by chance), only one, Tyr-36, bears the 
consensus sequence. Overall , for the 63 breaks, there is a sl ight bias to the 
positions w i th the R G Y W sequence. This is concluded f rom the observation 
that whereas 36% of the 28-codon region bears the consensus sequence, 29 of 
the 63 breaks (46%) were found in those codon positions associated wi th the 
sequence. However, i f association between the RGYW sequence and the breaks 
is analyzed w i th in each experimental group, the results become intr iguing. 
Bias to the consensus sequence can be seen in the group w i thou t 
immun iza t i on (48% of 29 breaks) and in the group w i t h secondary 
immuniza t ion (50% of 20 breaks), but not in the group w i t h pr imary 
immunizat ion (36% of 14 breaks). I f the breaks detected in our LMPCR 
experiments were caused by hypermutat ion, the fo l l ow ing wou ld have been 
observed: 1) no or very few breaks should be detected in the group without 
immunizat ion; 2) a st r ik ing increase in the number o f breaks should be 
observed once the animals were immunized, and those breaks should be more 
l i ke ly to have association w i th the hypermutat ion consensus sequence than 
those detected in the group wi thout immunizat ion. A l though preference of 
strand break was found at Ser-31, a hypermutation hotspot, in one group of 
animals, that group is notably the one wi thout immunizat ion but no the 
immunized groups. W i t h this observation, together w i t h the uncertainties 
discussed above, i t is d i f f i cu l t to conclude that the breaks detected on the 
sense strand of the VKOxl-JK5 are related to hypermutat ion. Nevertheless, 
L M P C R is the technique f i rst applied to this f ie ld of study and the data 
collected so far are int r iguing enough to warrant further study to uncover 
the message which is so elusive to us at this present stage. I t might turn out 
that our work ing hypothesis is wrong at the outset of this work, and the 
LMPCR experiments have been revealing something completely unrelated to 
hypermutation. Notwithstanding, i t is also true that new insights can often be 
generated when an issue is addressed in a novel way. However, ambiguities 
usual ly abound in novel experiments wh ich therefore demands cr i t i ca l 
reappraisal on every step involved. Thus, in the next stage of this work, our 
emphasis would be on seeking ways to improve the LMPCR protocol and check 
the quality of the data collected so far. 
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Chapter 4 Second generation of LMPCR 
4.1 Introduction (experimental modification) 
4 . 1 . 1 Tagging the specific LMPCR products by addition 
of a HindHI site in the linker 
As the nature of LMPCR involves mult ip le cycles of amplif ication, a 
way of posi t ive ly dist inguishing the signals generated by genuine strand 
breaks f rom those of experimental artefacts, such as the products f rom 
anomalous PCR is necessary. To achieve that purpose, an approach was used to 
tag speci f ical ly the or ig inal l igat ion products (i.e. the product of strand 
break) before the execution o f subsequent ampl i f icat ion steps. Only those 
f inal PCR products retaining the tag would be accepted for analysis. The tag 
used was a restriction sequence for H i n d l l l , placed near .the 3，end (i.e. 2nt. 
away from the jo in ing end) of a 32-nt. l inker oligo such that the sequence is 
adjoining the site of l igation between the oligo and the D N A breakpoint. This 
restriction site is on the other hand 29 nt. away from the 5，end of the linker. 
A 21-nt. primer, OXP, which is the 5，part of the linker oligo, thus containing 
no Hindlll site, was used for the subsequent PCR. This is to ensure that even i f 
PCR artefacts were to be generated, they would be easily identif ied as they 
lack the Hindlll site at the above mentioned posit ion. This l inker ol igo, 
designed as OXUH, would be annealed to an l l _n t . complementary oligo, OXLH, 
to form a blunt end at its 3，position. This duplex was consequently ready for 
l igation to the DNA breakpoint which would be converted to a double-stranded 
blunt end after the gene-specific primer extension step. Presence of the 
Hindlll restriction sequence tag was detected by enzymatic digestion which 
should result in shortening of the PCR products by 29 bp. This could be 
detected by a shift of the product bands when run in parallel wi th the 
undigested products using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In addition, 
confirmation could be achieved by subsequent DNA sequencing. 
4.1.2 Removal of excess linker, OXUH 
In order to make sense of the modification step (4.1.1) that tagged the 
genuinely l igated products, the excess l inker containing the tag (OXUH) 
which could function as PCR primer and would be in an amount which was 5-
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to 10-fold higher than that o f the designated primer, OXP, must be eliminated 
after the l igat ion step and pr ior to all the PCR reactions. On the other hand, 
the short complementary o l igo, O X L H , wh ich is blocked at the 3' end wi th 
Cordycep in CPG, cou ld not a f fect subsequent react ions. Three d i f fe ren t 
methods were separately attempted to remove the excess l inker. The methods 
were Exonuclease III，Chromaspin and Mung Bean Nuclease treatments. 
4.1.2.1 Exonuclease III treatment 
Exonuclease I I I catalyses stepwise removal o f mononucleot ides f rom 
the 3 ' - h y d r o x y l te rmin i o f double-stranded D N A . Its preferred substrate is 
b lun t or recessed 3 ' - t e rm in i D N A , whereas single-stranded D N A and 3，-
protruding termin i are resistant to cleavage. Here Exonuclease I I I was used to 
remove the HindWl site (i.e. the tag) at 3，end region^ o f the l inker oligo 
(OXUH) . Thus, even i f the exonuclease could not digest away the entire l inker, 
anomalous PCR arising f rom the par t ia l ly digested ol igo wou ld not generate 
products w i t h the tag. The l igated l inker, on the other hand, should not be 
affected by the enzyme, as its 3，end was already ligated to the genomic D N A 
strand (fig. 17a). 
4.1.2.2 Chroma spin treatment 
The work ing pr incip le o f Chroma spin column (Clontech Lab, Inc.) is 
that o f gel f i l t ra t i on chromatography. The columns are packed w i t h resins 
designed to select ively remove molecules whose sizes that f a l l below a 
p redetermined value. These co lumns are therefore common ly used in 
desalt ing, removal of free nucleotides, PCR primers, protein and some small 
D N A and R N A . Chroma spin-1000 columns were chosen in our experiments as 
they are designed for pur i f y ing large D N A molecules, such as the genomic 
D N A , away f rom those less than 300bp long. Using columns for that size 
should be able to remove completely al l the excess linkers and recover ligated 
products which should st i l l be part o f the genomic D N A (i.e. the l inker O X U H 
should be ligated directly to one strand of the VKOxl genomic DNA). 
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Hind m site ,、，^ ^ � 鬥 (VKOx1 g e n e ) Hindin site 5._ ： 1 1 ^ ,^ p r^ m^ ^^ i!；^^ ^^ ;^ ^^ ^ ^ oH3 
5’ T.iTlker n „„.. 3'Cor 5 , o H U 3’oH ?5’ 
P 3'Cor ^ ^ 5 ’ 
23°C Exonuclease III 
3, T 
5’p Z = L 2 2 i _ P 5 ' 5'p C L / / ~ O H 3 ' 
3，Cor P 
3,C�r 5,oHU 3’OH 
+ 5，pNOH 
Fig 17a Mechanism of the exonuclease I I I to destroy the linker Hindill 
site. [3' Cor], the 3' end which is blocked with Cordycepin CPGs. 
〜 
Hind in site ,,, _ ^ � 
r 卩 （V K O x 1 g e n e ) ^ ^ ^ , . 
Hindinsite 3'Cor ,^^ j^ U3,0H ?5’ 
S'p Linto _. 0H3' Additional 
3'cor C3"P5' primer extension 
Hind m site 
S)g 5 ’ � 3 „ , P ij — OH3' 
370C nudease Mung 
^ bean 
370c 370C iease 
T • 
No effect to blunt end 
^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ，r PCR extension product 
5'P ~ ： ^ ~ OH3' 
， 3'OH P5' 
+ 5'pdN or 5 prN 
+ 5，pdN or 5 prN 
+ 3'Cor 5'OH 
Fig. 17b Mechanism of mung bean nuclease for destruction of the linker 
Hindm site. [3'Cor], the 3’ end which is blocked with Cordycepin 
CPGs. 
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4.1.2.3 Mung Bean Nuclease treatment 
M u n g Bean Nuclease is a s ingle-st rand speci f ic nuclease. A t the 
enzymat ic react ion temperature o f 37°C, the excess duplex formed between 
the l i nke r o l igos , O X U H and O X L H , w o u l d dissociate, render ing them 
susceptible to digest ion by the nuclease. In order to prevent digestion o f the 
l i ga ted l i n k e r w h i c h w o u l d also be i n s ing le-s t randed fo rm , a D N A 
polymer izat ion step was carr ied out to al low further extension o f the in i t ia l ly 
primer-extended and unl igated strand o f the V K O x l gene to the 5，end of the 
O X U H l inker , pr ior to the nuclease treatment. This conversion to a double-
stranded f o r m should protect the l igated tag-conta in ing l i nke r f r om Mung 
Bean Nuclease (fig. 17b). 
4.1.3 Other modifications in LMPCR ’ 
The pretreatment o f genomic D N A for L M P C R wi th EcoRl digestion was 
to reduce the sample v iscos i ty . Th is is fo r f ac i l i t a t i ng the accuracy in 
dispensing the samples for comparat ive studies. However , this step might 
br ing in a r isk that the star act iv i ty of EcoRl could be responsible for some 
D N A strand breaks. The pretreatment step was therefore abolished. Instead, 
wide bore pipette tips were used to min imize volume discrepancy as much as 
possible in aliquoting samples. 
Besides, in our f i rs t generation L M P C R protocol, three rounds of semi-
nested PCR were used for detecting breaks in the a ^ n ^ strand, whereas two 
rounds were performed for the an t i sense strand. As no specif ic signals were 
detected in the latter, one addit ional round of PCR was included. The nested 
primer added was OXPA4 in FR1 region. The sequence is in Table 1. 
4.2 Results 
4.2.1 Effect of including Exonuclease III treatment 
For one L M P C R experiment o f the ?>ense strand, ha l f of the products 
were digested w i t h H i n d l l l , and run alongside the other undigested hal f in 
po lyacry lamide gel electrophoresis. The result is shown in F i g . l 8 . For the 
P^r l -d igested control (lane 1)，a band shift o f 29nt occurred after the HindlU 
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treatment; l ikewise for one test sample f rom PP of an unimmunized mouse 
(lane 4). Other samples gave no specif ic signal. No background signal was 
observed in all samples. -
4.2.2 Effect of including Mung Bean Nuclease treatment 
As shown in F i g . l 9 and 2 0，o n l y the P^r l -d igested D N A samples 
demonstrated the characteristic 29-nt. band shi f t after Hindlll digestion. On 
the contrary, except one sample f rom hybr idoma ( f ig. 20， lane 3)，none of 
other test samples yielded any signi f icant and meaningful bands. This applied 
to both the sense and ant isense strand LMPCR. In general, there was a higher 
background o f ladder bands i n a l l the sample lanes, comparing w i th the 
results of the first generation LMPCR. . 
»3-
4.2.3 Effect of including Chroma spin treatment 
Result of the sense strand LMPCR is shown in Fig.21, the P^ r I -d i ges ted 
control showed the characteristic band shift after Hindlll digestion (lane 4). 
The test samples on the other hand showed numerous nonspeci f ic weak 
bands. One of the samples produced specific signal as judged by the band shift 
(lane 1). Result of the ant isense strand LMPCR is shown in Fig.22. The Pstl-
digested control fai led to demonstrate specific signal (lane 1). One of the test 
samples on the other hand showed speci f ic signal bands among many 
nonspecif ic ones (lane 3). This modi f ica t ion y ie lded a general background 
which was more serious than that observed in the first generation LMPCR. 
4.2.4 Strand break positions detected at the sense strand 
In this modi f ied L M P C R (i.e. second generation LMPCR) , the D N A 
samples tested were obtained f rom the PP of unimmunized B A L B / c mice. For 
the sense strand LMPCR, a total of four specific signal bands were detected 
after pool ing the results. From the size of the bands, the break positions in 
codon 14, 30, 33 and 37 were deduced. 
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^ ‘ Hind I I I cut 
, ‘ 1 
1 2 3 4 M ‘ 1 2 3 4 
Signal • 
b a n d X • I H 
29 nt ^ m 
s h i f t ^ H 
§M- • _ 广 1 
丄 m ^ B ^^ * ^ “ cut 1 
Signal ^ ^ 9 H 
band T ^ B 墨 藝 29 nt 
譽 V f s h i f t 
29 nt • 禱 
shift m f • 
I Ub— 
Fig. 18 Exonuclase III treated LMPCR of sense strand. Both 
Hindlll digested and undigested LMPCR products 
were shown. Lanel-3, three individual PCR products 
from normal mouse PP DNA. Lane 4，positive 
control: PP DNA(Pstl). M，1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 19 Mung bean nuclease treated LMPCR of sense strand. 
Both Hindlll digested and undigested LMPCR 
products were shown. Lane 1-2, two individual 
products from normal mouse PP DNA. Lane 3, 
positive control: PP cells (Pstl). M，1 bp marker. 
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: f 霧 ; 〜 • ^ ^ _ km | i i i i, 1 署 1 漏 ^ ¾ ? 1Fig. 20 Mung bean nuclease treated LMPCR of antisense strand. Both HindlU digested and undigestedLMPCR prod ts were shown. Lane 1-3， thrindividual LMPCR product from normal mous  PPDNA. L ne 4 & 5, positive contr l: P DNA (户"1). M， 1 bp marker. 79 
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Fig. 21 Chroma spin treated LMPCR of sense strand. Both 
Hindlll digested and undigested LMPCR products 
were shown. Lane 1-3，three individual LMPCR 
products from normal mouse PP DNA. Lane 4， 
positive control: PP DNA (Pstl). M, 1 bp marker. 
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Fig. 22 Chroma spin treated LMPCR of antisense strand. 
Both HindUl digested and undigested LMPCR 
products were shown. Lane 1-3’ three individual 
LMPCR products from normal mouse PP DNA. Lane 
4，PP DNA (Pstl). M，1 bp marker. 
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4 . 2 . 5 DNA sequence analysis of the a n t i s e n s e strand LMPCR 
products 
I n the previous chapters, we have described experiments in wh ich 
breaks in an t i sense strand could not be detected, regardless whether the mice 
f rom wh ich the splenic D N A was obtained were immunized or not. However, 
w i t h the use o f this second generation L M P C R (inclusion o f a tag and one 
addi t ional round o f semi-nested PCR) and PP D N A , specif ic signals were 
detected (F ig .22) . To understand the nature o f these products, they were 
cloned into M13 vector, probed w i th V k O x l oligo and D N A sequenced. For ease 
o f c loning, the radiolabel led semi-nested primer OXPA4 ( in FR1 region) used 
fo r au to rad iography was rep laced by a Bamm r es t r i c t i on sequence-
incorporated pr imer OXPA5 wh ich otherwise has an i de j t i ca l sequence w i th 
OXPA4. The semi-nested PCR was performed wi th the OXP primer (5，portion of 
the l inker) . The specif ic L M P C R products should therefore have one BamYil 
site at one end and HindWl at 29 bp f rom the other end. The double digestion 
products were cloned into the M 1 3 m p l 9 RF for D N A sequencing. In one such 
experiment, s ix ty - four whi te recombinant plaques were obtained. Twenty of 
them were transferred into a new L B plate for hybr id izat ion screen using a 
28-mer oligo, 0XFW1. 0 X F W 1 is located in FR1 of V i cOx l and just downstream of 
the semi-nested OXPA5. Twelve such plaques were positive in the screening. 
The sequences of the 12 clones which can be organized into four 
groups (Table 4) are shown in Appendix I. In group I (6 clones), three of 
them (B19, B32 and B33) were found to have the breakpoints located in the 
CDR3 of the V i cOx l gene, H3. Two clones (B17 and B5) showed their respective 
breakpoints w i th in the 12bp-spacer and downstream of the nonamer of the 
recombination signal. One clone (A4) showed hal f o f the CDR3 region. Linker 
sequence wh ich s igni f ied the correct products was not found in this clone. 
Group I I contains 2 clones, C9 and C8. C8 showed a break in FR1 and C9 in FR2. 
Group I I I had one clone, B6. This clone revealed a sequence w i th 96% 
homology w i t h the V K O x l germ l ine gene, T3C (Roth, 1990). The remaining 
three clones, B24, B30 and C12, were placed into group IV . They all had their 
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sequences wh ich ended in a BamHI site the FR2 region inverted in the 
cloning vector. The 5 a m H I is present in some VKOxl-related genes, such as H9, 
H4, H1, wh ich have completely matched sequence w i th the semi-n.ested 
primer OXPA5 used in the last round ofPCR. 
^ R O U P Clones Descriptions: 
1 B5,B17,B19,B32,B33,A4 Broken end in the boundary of V 
exon or in the heptanmer-nomamer 
sequences. 
~Q C8, C9 Broken end in FR1 or FR2. 
I I I — B6 Other V K p x l family gene 
^ B24, B30, C12 Other VKOxl family gene which has a 
， ， BamRl in FR2. Their sequences were 
inverted in the M13mpl9^1oning 
vector. 




Owing to the in t r igu ing results obtained f rom the previous LMPCR 
protocol, modif ications of the method were sought to test the robustness of the 
data collected. The crucial question to ask was: How real were the signals? In 
other words, d id they represent the ampli f ied products of l inker-l igated V K O x l 
gene (i.e. the strand-break products), or mere PCR artefact (false signal)? 
Real ist ical ly, i t must be appreciated that a protocol involv ing three successive 
rounds of semi-nested PCR would unavoidably result in generation of false 
signals to some extent. The emphasis was therefore on a) how to reduce the 
chance o f having false signals generated and b) more important ly how to 
distinguish the genuine signals f rom the false ones. Based on these questions, 
revised protocols were designed. The major change was te incorporation of a 
Hindlll site to the l igating l inker as a tag. Only those end products containing 
this tag wou ld be accepted as strand-break signals. To support this approach, 
al l the remain ing tag-containing, free l inker must be removed after the 
l igat ion step. To achieve that, three methods were tried: 1) Exonuclease I I I 
digestion, 2) Mung Bean Nuclease digestion, and 3) Chroma spin treatment. In 
addition, upstream to the l igat ion step, pretreatment of the genomic DNA with 
EcoRl d i g e s t i o n w a s a b o l i s h e d t o a v o i d s t r a n d b r e a k s c a u s e d b y t h e p o s s i b l e 
star act iv i ty of the enzyme. To ident i fy the presence of the tag in the f inal 
products, aliquots wi th and without Hindlll digestion were run alongside in 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. A precise change in band size would be 
the indicator to look for. D N A sequencing was also used to conf i rm the 
presence o f the tag. Furthermore, to ease comparison between the LMPCR 
results on the two different strands, the number of rounds of PCR used in 
HTitisense strand LMPCR was increased from two to three, equalling that of the 
sense strand. 
Among the three methods for removing excess l inker, Exonuclease I I I 
was the best i n reducing the background, and retaining strong specif ic 
signals. The drawback was the invo lvement of extra pheno l /ch loro form 
extraction and ethanol precipitation steps before and after the digestion. This 
not only lengthened the experimental procedure, but also caused loss of DNA. 
In addition, this method involved a large amount of the enzyme (747 units for 
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one sample), wh ich was expensive. Using Chroma spin-1000 columns is a 
qu ick and simple method to get r i d of the excess l inker . Furthermore, the 
c o l u m n s can also remove p r o t e i n and sa l t ; thus superseding, the 
p h e n o l / c h l o r o f o r m ex t rac t ion step after l i nker l i ga t ion . However , results 
generated by this protocol showed the presence of many nonspecif ic bands. 
In general, the background noise was more prominent than that by the f irst, 
unmod i f ied L M P C R method. Wh i l e the reason for this is not known, i t is 
speculated that the genomic D N A could have been sheared when passing 
through the column. Sheared V k O x l gene fragments could lead to premature 
terminat ion in strand extension. One consequence wou ld be the generation of 
a ladder o f asymmetr ic PCR products wh i ch then cont r ibu ted to the 
background noise. A l though the tag could st i l l in pr inciple be used to identi fy 
the speci f ic signals, the presence o f many nonspeci f ic bands wou ld in 
-»T-
pract ice seriously hamper ident i f ica t ion. I t should also be noted that this 
method should not be compatible w i th the use o f P " I - d i g e s t e d D N A as 
technical contro l . The enzyme digest ion o f V i c O x l - J K 5 generates a 521-bp 
f ragment conta in ing Jic5 which is the starting region for pr imer extension in 
the sense strand L M P C R ; according to the manufacturer instruct ion, only 
around 10% of this fragment should be eluted out of the column. However, the 
detect ion o f a clear l inker - l iga ted signal o f the P^fl-digested D N A in the 
exper iment cou ld imp l y that the subsequent three rounds o f PCR were 
sensitive enough to ampl i fy a small amount of small D N A that f lowed through 
together w i t h the larger D N A . Chroma spin treatment should be an effect ive 
step in dealing w i th the excess tag-containing l inker, as its complete removal 
would not be necessary so long as its amount is signif icant ly lower than that 
o f the PCR primer wi thout the tag (OXP). The only problem should rest on 
damage caused to the genomic DNA that flow through. 
Mung Bean Nuclease treatment was the worst of the three methods in 
that i t generated high background signals and no specific ones. This method 
has at least two drawbacks. First, Mung Bean Nuclease treatment necessitates a 
pr ior step o f a strand extension step after the l igat ion to protect the l igated 
l inker . This together w i th the nuclease step required a total o f three extra 
p h e n o l / ch l o ro fo rm extract ions and ethanol p rec ip i ta t ion steps. S ign i f i cant 
amounts of D N A could be lost as a result. In addition, although single-stranded 
D N A is a preferable substrate for Mung Bean Nuclease, the enzyme can digest 
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double-stranded D N A in circumstances where too much o f the enzyme is 
present (Kroeker & Kowalsk i , 1978). Careful t i t rat ion o f the nuclease is 
therefore required for fu l l y assessing the effectiveness of this method. -Using 
this method, one hybridoma D N A sample showed a characteristic band shift 
after Hindlll digestion. This was the only t ime in the study that a strand 
break-speci f ic product was observed w i th the ant i-phOx hybr idoma D N A . 
Significance of this single observation is open to question. 
M13 cloning of the LMPCR products for D N A sequence analysis was 
done only once and on the ant isense strand products. The work revealed that 
eight out of the twelve sequenced clones, which were probed posit ive wi th an 
ol igo corresponding to the FR1 region of the V K O x l , had the presence of the 
tag-contain ing l inker , ind icat ing occurrence o f strand break. One o f the 
eight clones (B6) was clearly not the anti-phOx VK 0 x 1 gene (H3), but a related 
one which had close homology wi th a published sequence T3C. Another one 
(C9) had f ive mismatches in the FR1, and one in the CDR1. This clone is not 
l ikely to be V K O x l gene either. One other clone (C8) had the break at a position 
in FR1 which was just 28 bp downstream of the priming site of OXPA5. Wi th 
such a short sequence revealed, i t is uncertain as to whether this was derived 
f rom V K O x l . There were two longer clones which showed the identical 
sequence w i th the germline V K O x l . They had the same break posit ion which 
was between the 19th and 20th nucleotides of the CDR3. However, there is no 
evidence here to prove that the gene concerned was ever rearranged. I t is 
also possible that the two clones were amplif ied from the same product. The 
remaining three of the eight clones had the break positions located in or 
downstream of the heptamer-nonamer recombinat ion signal. They must be 
der ived f rom the unrearranged V K O x l gene. Each of these three clones 
harboured one transition mutation which changed A to G or vice versa. The 
possibi l i ty that those were PCR errors cannot be ruled out, especially as their 
positions did not coincide wi th known mutational hotspots. The results above 
are puzzling on the whole. None of the D N A strand break positions are related 
to hypermutation. They are neither in the CDRs nor in the hypermutation 
hotspots or the associated concensus sequence (RGYW). Second, at least for the 
three clones which demonstrated the presence of the recombinat ion signal, 
the V K O x l gene concerned must be unrearranged. These together indicate 
strongly that the strand breaks detected in this part of the experiment have 
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no associat ion w i t h hypermutat ion. How then were the breaks generated? 
Were the breaks introduced early on by shearing during D N A preparation, or 
der ived f r o m fragmented D N A o f apoptotic cells? Wh i le there is no- data 
available to suggest the or ig in o f those breaks, there is, more important ly, no 
evidence that the an t i sense strand o f V K 0 x 1 undergoes the strand breakage 
related to hypermutation. 
As is obvious f rom the above discussion, an inherent problem is 
present w i th this design of ant isense strand LMPCR study. Un l ike the study of 
the other strand in wh ich the f i rs t p r iming site is in the Jx5 region and 
thereby on ly the rearranged V K O x l genes are selected, the f i rs t pr iming site 
( for pr imer extension pr ior to l igat ion w i th the tag-containing l inker) in the 
an t i sense strand study is at the 5，region of the V gene. This ini t iat ing primer 
»7-
can thus anneal to the V K O x l and al l the related genes regardless whether 
they are rearranged or not, in B cells or otherwise. Thus, a marked reduction 
in sensi t iv i ty due to exhaustion o f the in i t ia t ing and subsequently the semi-
nested pr imers, and an increase in noise by amp l i f y i ng the for tu i tous ly 
l igated products w i l l result. This problem had been known before execution of 
the experiments; the extent of i t however could only be known by carrying 
out the work . I t was i n i t i a l l y expected that i f the hypermutat ion-re lated 
strand breakage was to occur in the a T U . i _ s e strand, there should have a 
h in t o f association between the break sites and hypermutat ional hotspots, as 
was already indicated by the sense strand study. The present results indeed 
demonstrates more about the drawback o f this L M P C R design than a 
conv inc ing absence o f strand break re lat ing to hypermutat ion. Therefore, 
insofar as the LMPCR study of ant isense strand is concerned, a new design in 
p ro toco l is necessary to ensure that on ly the rearranged V K O x l gene is 
selected for ligation-amplification. 
D N A sequence analysis of the sense strand LMPCR products has not yet 
been carried out. The data of break positions were all deduced f rom the size of 
the L M P C R products in polyacry lamide gel electrophoresis, and indeed the 
bu lk of wh ich were obtained using the f i rs t generation protocol . I t is of 
importance to check whether the same pattern of results would be reproduced 
using the modi f ied protocol wh ich provides a means to ident i fy the l inker-
l igated products. Ident i f icat ion o f break positions in codon 14，30, 33 and 37 
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wi th this new protocol shows such a consistence, as breaks in codon 30 and 
especially codon 37 were previously frequently noted, and both are located in 
the hypermutat ion concensus sequence, R G Y W . However, experience - f rom 
the D N A sequencing work of the ant isense LMPCR products has shown that 
the ampl i f ied, l inker- l igated products could be genes other than V K O x l . 
Although the f inal semi-nested primer, OXP5, used in this ?>gnse strand LMPCR 
contains suff ic ient mismatches near its 3，end to prevent ampl i f icat ion of all 
publ ished V K O x l - r e l a t e d genes, except R9, the lack of D N A sequence 
informat ion of the products at present demands conclusion to be drawn wi th 
caution. In this and the ant isense studies, PP instead of splenic DNA was used. 
The results obtained showed no discernible difference between D N A of the 
two sources. Peyer's patch, having been shown to contain markedly more GC 
B cells, should therefore be a favourable choice for the future LMPCR studies. 
^ -
In summary, the experimental results described above support the 
need of modi fy ing the strategy of LMPCR which must be able to distinguish 
signals generated by l inker l igation f rom those of PCR artefact. Without such 
a modif icat ion, all the data obtained can only be regarded as preliminary. The 
strategy adopted was to tag the or iginal ly l igated products w i th a restriction 
site, wh ich could be ident i f ied by shortening o f the product length after 
enzymatic digestion, which must then be fo l lowed by M13 cloning and DNA 
sequencing. However, the method of removing the excess tag-containing 
l inker has not yet been satisfactori ly worked out. The Chroma spin method 
(ge l - f i l t ra t ion under centr i fugal force) indicates the problem of mechanical 
approach which could result in excessive DNA damage and so spurious PCR 
products. Enzymat ic approaches to remove the excess l inker should be a 
better alternative and w i l l be pursued. W i t h the f i rst generation and this 
modi f ied protocol, i t can be concluded that there is no evidence that the 
;,Tit i .sense strand o f V k O x l has undergone strand break in relat ion to 
hypermutation. This lack of evidence however cannot presently be judged as 
a proof. On the contrary, all the data, though remaining prel iminary, point to 
an interesting link between breaks in the sen^ strand with hypermutation. 
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